TUESDAY, MARCH 17
ALBUQUERQUE / NEW MEXICO DAY

Welcome to the Society for Applied Anthropology’s “Albuquerque / New Mexico Day.” The presentations and events scheduled for this day should be of particular interest to residents of the Albuquerque area. Anthropologists, and other applied social scientists have joined with interested residents to examine the region’s remarkably diverse heritage, its complex and challenging present, and its future as a world destination. We are opening this day to the public free of charge as an expression of our commitment to engage with the public in an exploration of our shared social and cultural worlds.

(T-34) TUESDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado D
Community Response to Asylum-Seekers: Anthropology and Rights at the New Mexican Border (CONAA)

CHAIRS: GREENWALD, Randee (NMSU), BREDA, Karen Lucas (U Hartford)
PANELISTS: RAO, Satya and CABADA, M. Olga (NMSU), DANIELS, David and GUTIERREZ, Bernadette (NM Dept of Hlth)

(T-37) TUESDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado G
New Mexico’s Tribal Historic Preservation Offices and Tribal Heritage Outreach and Education: Successes and Challenges (Tourism TIG)

CHAIRS: BERNSTEIN, Bruce (Pueblo of Pojoaque), MARKS, Jamie -Lee (NPS)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CHAVARRIA, Ben (Santa Clara Pueblo), SCISSLONS, Todd (Pueblo of Acoma), MENCHEGO, Timothy (Pueblo of Santa Ana)

(T-62) TUESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado B
Health and Border Communities

CHAIR: NUNEZ-MCHIRI, Guillermina (UTEP)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CACARI-STONE, Lisa M. (UNM), SIERRA, Silvia (Cultivating Communities LLC, Las Cruces, NM), CANCHOLA, Anabelle (Doña Ana County Hlth & Human Serv, Las Cruces, NM), CAINES, Cruz (Promotora de Salud, Sunland Park, NM), TATUM, Sandy (Colonia resident, Radium Springs, NM), BUTLER, Oscar (Colonia resident, former Doña Ana County Commissioner, Radium Springs, NM), FIGUEROA, Olivia (AYUDA, San Elizario, TX)

(T-64) TUESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado D
Trust, Trauma, and Turnover: Advancing Health Equity for American Indian Elders (SDS)

CHAIRS: WILLGING, Cathleen (PIRE), CHERINO, Pauline (Seasons of Care Community Action Board)
WILLGING, Cathleen (PIRE) The Role of Tribal, State, and Federal Policy in Addressing the Healthcare Needs of American Indian Elders
HAOZOUS, Emily (PIRE) Healthcare Priorities of American Indian Elders: Trust, Turnover, and Timing
VERNEY, Steven and RODRIGUEZ ESPINOZA, Patricia (UNM) Early Education Experiences and Mental Health and Well-Being in Later Life in American Indian Elders
SOMMERFELD, David (UCSD) Concept Mapping as a Tool to Identify Factors Affecting American Indian Elder Health Care Utilization
BOWANNIE, Mary (PIRE) Developing Online Tools and Resources for Native American Elders: Opportunities and Challenges
DISCUSSANT: LUJAN, Erik (Western Sky Community Care)

(T-66) TUESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado F
Strangers in Town (Film)
A Critical Conversation Sponsored by the SfAA Immigration Initiative
(T-67) TUESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado G
Traditional Use and Collaborative Research at Great Sand Dunes National Park and Preserve

CHAIRS: KELLEY, Shawn (Parametrix), BUNCH, Fred (NPS)
PANELISTS: BLYTHE, Jeff (Jicarilla Apache), NARANJO, Danny (Santa Clara Pueblo), MORA, Bernard (Pueblo of Tesuque), KOYIYUMPTEWA, Stewart (Hopi Tribe), BEGAY, Tim (Navajo Nation), ATENCIO, Cassandra (Southern Ute Indian Tribe)

(T-68) TUESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado H
The Materiality of Citizenship in Pueblo Worlds: Di Wae Powa and Tsaqapta Sinom Projects to Return Cultural Heritage

CHAIR: MCCCHESNEY, Lea (UNM)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: DUNCAN, Karl and ROMERO, Lynda (Poch Cultural Ctr), CHAVEZ-LAMAR, Cynthia (Nat’l Museum of the American Indian), CHARLEY, Karen (Hopi Potter & Cultural Consultant), LOMAHAFTEWA, Gloria (Hopi Cultural Preservation Office), MCCCHESNEY, Lea (UNM)

(T-91) TUESDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado A
Working towards Health Equity: A Roundtable Discussion with Health and Healthcare-Focused Applied and Practicing Anthropologists

CHAIRS: SCOTT, Mary Alice (NMSU), PAGE-REEVES, Janet (UNM)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: WILLGING, Cathleen (PIRE), HECKERT, Carina (UTEP), TSOSIE, Nathania and BLEECKER, Molly (UNM)

(T-93) TUESDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado C
Protecting Native Waters (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: GROENFELDT, David (Water-Culture Inst)
PANELISTS: PINO, Manuel (Acoma), MORGAN, Leona (Diné Care), GILBERT, Petuuche (Acoma), GROENFELDT, David (Water-Culture Inst)

(T-94) TUESDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado D
The Border Experience as Anthropological Praxis in Transformative Pedagogy (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: RE CRUZ, Alicia (UNT)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: NUNEZ-JANES, Mariela, HOELSCHER, Kyleigh, GIAMARQO, Giamarqo, BYTH, Janice, and RE CRUZ, Alicia (UNT)

(T-95) TUESDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado E
Border “Wars” of Words that Matter, Part I

CHAIR: FLEURIET, K. Jill (UTSA)
MELO, Milena (MS State U) Growing Up Native: Research & Advocacy in the Face of Exclusion
DALSTROM, Matthew (Saint Anthony Coll of Nursing) Purchasing Medication in Mexico: Perceptions of Risk, Reward, and Policy Opportunities
DONNER, William (UTRGV) Factors Affecting Preparedness in Coastal Border Communities: A Case Study of Hidalgo County, TX
(T-97) TUESDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado G
Cultural Citizenship and Tourism: Colonial and De-Colonial Encounters on the Reservations in the Southwest (Tourism TIG)

CHAIR: CHRISTIE, Jessica (ECU)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: PINO, Peter (Zia Pueblo), SEOWTEWA, Octavius (Zuni Cultural Resource Team), MCCLANAHAN, Lupita (Navajo)

(T-98) TUESDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado H
The Role of Diverse Knowledge Systems and Plural Values in Federal Resource Management, Part I: Where We Have Been (Fisheries TIG)

CHAIRS: HOELTING, Kristin (CO State U), WISE, Sarah (NOAA AFSC), LEONG, Kirsten (NOAA PIFSC)
MARTINEZ, Doreen E. (CO State U) Science Immemorial: Indigenous Foundations for Ecosystems
CAROTHERS, Courtney and BLACK, Jessica (U Alaska), DONKERSLOOT, Rachel (Coastal Cultures Rsch) Indigenizing Salmon Science and Management
HOELTING, Kristin (CO State U) and BAIR, Lucas (USGS) Improving Consideration of Cultural Benefits of Ecosystem Services in Federal Decision-Making
GRUSSING, Valerie (NATHPO) Implementing a Tribal Cultural Landscapes Approach
WISE, Sarah (AFSC, NOAA) and SPARKS, Kim (PSMFC) Planning with Meaning: Crafting the Bering Sea Fisheries Management Plan with Diverse Knowledge Systems

(T-121) TUESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado A
Innovating Anthropology though Community-Based Implementation Research to Improve the Health and Wellbeing of Sexual and Gender Minority People in New Mexico

CHAIRS: SHATTUCK, Daniel (PIRE), STURM, Robert (NM Community AIDS Partnership)
GUNDERSON, Lara (PIRE) Application of the Dynamic Adaptation Process to Reduce Sexual and Gender Minority Youth Suicide
DAVIES, Sonnie (PIRE) Coaching as an Implementation Strategy for Successful School-Based Interventions Focused on the Health Disparities of Sexual and Gender Minority Youth
SHATTUCK, Daniel (PIRE) Coach as Ethnographer: Enhancing Mixed-Method Implementation Studies with Participant-Observation
WILLGING, Cathleen (PIRE) Mixed-Method Implementation Research to Improve Primary Care for Sexual and Gender Minority Patients
DISCUSSANTS: CACARI-STONE, Lisa (UNM), DUGAS, Karen (Mountain Ctr)

(T-123) TUESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado C
Extraction in the Mineral Age in the U.S. Southwest (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: DE PREE, Thomas (Rensselaer Polytechnic Inst), GRANT, Sonia (U Chicago)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: JACKA, Jerry (UC Boulder), MACLENNAN, Carol (Michigan Tech), LAMphere, Louise, (UNM)

(T-124) TUESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado D
Young Migrants: Between Cultural Citizenship and Legal Citizenship (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: VILLEGAS, Iliana Guadalupe (Stetson U)
VILLEGAS, Iliana Guadalupe (Stetson U) Adolescent Migrants: Between Cultural and Legal Citizenship
NOONAN, Emily (U Louisville) The Traumatized Child: Neuro-Psychological Research and Its Uses in Child Advocacy
(T-125) TUESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado E
Border “Wars” of Words that Matter, Part II

CHAIR: FLEURIET, K. Jill (UTSA)
FLORES, Lupe (Rice U) Neither Entrance Nor Exit: Temporality and Transnational In/mobility on the Tamaulipas-Texas Border
VILLAGRAN, Jose (UW-Madison) The Rio Grande Valley of South Texas: America’s Historic Source of Exploited Labor
SKOWRONEK, Russell (UTRGV) Immigrants, Farms, and Ethnic Diversity in the RGV: Discovering the Identity of Twentieth Century Edinburg, Texas
GRAHAM, Margaret (UTRGV), FLORES, Krystal (TAMU), and MILLARD, Ann (Intl Valley Hlth Inst) All Hat and No Cattle: “Statewide” Teen Pregnancy Prevention Programs that Omit the Texas-Mexico Border
CASTANEDA, Heide (USF) Borders of Belonging: Mixed-Status Immigrant Families in the Rio Grande Valley

(T-127) TUESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado G
How Do Indigenous Scholars Apply Anthropology?

CHAIRS: CHAIKEN, Miriam (NMSU), COMPANION, Michele (UCCS)
PANELISTS: COMPANION, Michele (UCCS), GLOSHAY, Sharon (NMSU), DEL FIERRO DURAN, Tara (Statistical Rsch CRM), YOUPEE, Dyan (Fr. Peck Tribes), PLATERO, Cortney (Natural Resources Conservation Serv), SHENDO, Ben Sakima (Jemez Pueblo & Gatherings Indigenous Cafe)

(T-128) TUESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado H
What Is the Role of Western Social Science in Embracing Tribal and Other Knowledges for Federal Resource Management? Part II: Where Can We Go? (Fisheries TIG)

CHAIRS: GREENWOOD, Kim (NPS), LEONG, Kirsten (NOAA PIFSC), WISE, Sarah (NOAA AFSC), HOELTING, Kristin (CO State U)
PANELISTS: WILDCAT, Daniel (Haskell Indian Nations U), DURGLO, Mike (THPO, Confederated Salish & Kootenai Tribes), MARTINEZ, Doreen E. (CO State U), HOAGLAND, Serra (USFS), MORISHIMA, Gary (Quinault Management Ctr, Quinault Indian Nation)

TUESDAY 6:00-7:30
Franciscan
Opening Reception

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 18

WEDNESDAY 8:00-5:00
Casa Esencia
SfAA Board Meeting

(W-01) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado A
Economic, Health, and Social Implications of Food Production and Environments

CHAIR: SWANSON, Mark (UKY)
MAYS, Alisha (UKY) Household Food Production, Food Sovereignty, and the Moral Economy in Appalachia
SWANSON, Mark (UKY) Comida Nutriva y Sana: Quito’s Urban Agriculture Program
DONLEY, Gwendolyn, CURTIS, Andrew, and FREEDMAN, Darcy (CWRU) Re-Defining the Food Environment Using Spatial Video Geonarratives
BEISWENGER, Lisa (U Akron, OH State U) and COHEN, Jeffrey H. (OH State U) “Bringing People Together around Food”: The Social Life of Findlay Market

(W-02) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado B
Applied Anthropology & Activism

CHAIR: DREXLER, Elizabeth (MI State U)
DREXLER, Elizabeth (MI State U) Using Ethnographic Methods to Undermine Stigmatizing State Propaganda
STOCKER, Karen (CSU Fullerton) Applying Costa Rican Models of Activism to US Concerns
SANTIAGO, Ana Elisa (NIU/U Federal São Carlos) Peacekeeping Or Keeping Peace by Force: Ethnography of a UN Peacekeeping Operation in Haiti
SWAN, Daniel and CHUDAK, Alexandr (U Oklahoma) The Native American Church Observes a Centennial: Applied Anthropology and Peyotism
THIANTHAI, Chulanee (Chulalongkorn U) When Young Thai Digital Natives Talk about Their Online Citizenship and Cyberhate Experiences
WALAJAHI, Hina (NIH) “Talking Ethics”: Expertise Production on Institutional Review Boards
TAUBERG, Mindy (UCI) Establishing Shared Narratives of American Religious Minority Experience

(W-03) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado C
Immigrant Advocacy, Voluntarism and Social Justice (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: MOSHER, Sara (SMU)
MAKINO, Fuyuki (Waseda U) Transition of Immigration Policy and Creation of New Social Space in the United States: Religion, Economy and Entertainment
MOSHER, Sara (SMU) Operating in Constant Chaos: Immigration Advocacy in Troubled Times
MURPHY THOMAS, Jane (Independent) An Anthropologist’s Immigrant Family
SCHRUPP, Maria (CSBSJU) Influx of Migration and Collapse of a Nation: An Analysis of Changing Migration Patterns in Santiago, Chile
ZEWERI, Helena (Rice U) Emerging Carceral Geographies: Rethinking the Border in Australia’s Movement to End Offshore Detention
HARVEY, T.S. (Vanderbilt U) Child Separations, Cages, and Quarantines: Migration Tales from a Tarnished City on the Hill

(W-04) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado D
Sense and Nonsense: Bogus Categories and Saying What We Mean in Disaster Research, Part I (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: CANNON, Terry (Inst of Dev Studies), WILKINSON, Olivia (Joint Learning Initiative on Faith & Local Communities), and HOFFMAN, Susanna (Hoffman Consulting)
CANNON, Terry (Inst Dev Studies) Why Do We Talk about Community-Based Everything When There Is No Such Thing as a ‘Community’?
VON MEDING, Jason, CHMUTINA, Ksenia, and SMITH, Colin (UFL) Demonstrating the Consequences of Labelling Disasters as “Natural”
WILKINSON, Olivia (Joint Learning Initiative on Faith & Local Communities) Why Localization Will Never Happen
CONNON, Irena Leisbet Ceridwen (U Dundee) Disabling Categorisations and Rethinking Vulnerability in Hazard Mitigation and Response
CLARK-GINSBERG, Aaron (RAND Corp) Disaster Risk Reduction Is Not ‘Everyone’s Business’: Evidence from Three Countries

(W-05) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado E
Women’s Perspectives on Gender-based Violence in the US and Abroad (GBV TIG)

CHAIRS: DEUBEL, Tara and BARBIER, Clarisse (USF)
TAYLOR, Melina (USF & American Board of Family Med) Examining Responses to Negative Sexual Encounters: How Sexual Education Influences Decision-Making for Undergraduate Students across the Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity Spectrums
BARBIER, Clarisse (USF) Social Exclusion of Women Accused of Witchcraft in Burkina Faso
OLAYIWOLA, Olubukola (USF) Vulnerability and Economic Violence in Everyday Lives of Women Borrowers: An Ethnographic Account from Ibadan, Southwest Nigeria
DEUBEL, Tara (USF) Navigating Gender-based Violence and Family Law at a Moroccan Feminist Organization
CARR, Caitlynn (USF) Embodying Applied Solutions to Gender-Based Violence (GBV) in Guatemala
(W-06) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado F
Bridging Displacement through Sanctuaries on Land and Water: A Session in Honor of Robert E. Rhoades, Part I (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: SHRESTHA, Milan (ASU), NAZAREA, Virginia (UGA)
NAZAREA, Virginia (UGA) Roots-back-to-Roots: Imagining What’s Already There
BASILIO, Raul, LEWIS, Denise C., and SEPONSKI, Desiree (UGA) Gardens of Memory and Sanctuary-Making among Cambodian and Laotian Communities in the U.S. South
MANNING, Sherry and HIZOLA, Lee Karen (Global Seed Savers) Restoring Food and Seed Sovereignty throughout the Philippines: Reviving Community-based Seed Saving Practices and Establishing Seed Libraries for Climate Resilience
MONTEBAN, Madalena (CONICET) Mother-back-to-Mother: A Model for Informing Intercultural Maternal-Child Health Policies
KAWARAZUKA, Nozomi (Int’l Potato Ctr, CGIAR), ORTIZ, Oscar, THIELE, Graham, PRAIN, Gordon, and DE HAAN, Stef (Int’l Potato Ctr) The Evolution of the Legacy of Robert Rhoades’ Work at the International Potato Centre (CIP)

(W-07) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado G
Community: Connections and Transformations

CHAIR: MOBERG, Mark (U S Alabama)
BOLTON, Ralph (Chijnaya Fdn) and AGUIRRE, Jhuver (Asociacion Pro-DIA) Divorcing an NGO: An Altiplano Community’s Decision to End a Long-Term Relationship with a Peruvian Nonprofit and an American Foundation
EASLEY, Linda Elaine (Siena Heights U) “Community in Reaching”: Connecting with Social and Ecological Networks
BURRELL, Blake and WITT, Peter (Miami U) Community Based Design: A Socially Equitable Model for Renewal in an Urban Ecovillage
SHOKEID, Moshe (Tel Aviv U) The Destiny of Urban Peripheries: Down-town Tel Aviv’s Contested Realities
LECLERE, Christopher (UFL) A New Type of Irish Coffee: Shifting Social Space from the Public House to the Coffeehouse
MOBERG, Mark (U S Alabama) The Limits of Ethnographic Knowledge: Cultural Capital and Shifting Paradigms in Southern Belize

(W-08) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado H
Anthropological Perspectives on Women’s Health: Explorations of Latin American Populations in Peru and the United States

CHAIRS: BROOKS, Benjamin (ECU), IRONS, Rebecca (U Coll London)
BROOKS, Benjamin (ECU) Andean Highland Women’s Perceptions of Stress: Using Faculty Student Collaborative Research to Develop a Women’s Social Stress Scale
IRONS, Rebecca (U Coll London) Taking Data Back to the Field: Discussing a Decolonial Anthropology Post-Fieldwork in the Peruvian Andes
MATHEWS, Holly (ECU) Understanding Nervios as a Resurgent Idiom of Distress among Older Latina Women in Eastern North Carolina
BARBER, Mariah (US Hlth & Human Serv) How Housing Impacts Women’s Social Determinants of Health across the Americas

(W-09) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Chapel
Innovations in Medical Practice (SMA)

CHAIR: SCHOENBERG, Nancy (UKY)
DEAHL, Claire (UNT) and BEYER, Molly (Children’s Hlth System TX) Qualitative Assessment of Physician Engagement in Pediatric Tele-specialty Programs
FIGUEROA GRAY, Marlaine, MOGK, Jessica, HENRICKSON, Nora, WERNLI, Karen, and BEATTY, Tara (Kaiser Permanente Washington Hlth Rsch Inst) On Digital Spaces and Biosociality: An Exploration of Identity, Medical Decision Making, and Precision Medicine on Twitter
KALJEE, Linda and ZERVOS, Marcus (Henry Ford Hlth System), SMITH, Ingrid and PAULIN, Sarah (WHO), PRENTISS, Tyler and MAKI, Gina (Henry Ford Hlth System) Feasibility Study of the World Health Organization (WHO) Hospital-based Antimicrobial Stewardship Toolkit
PINÁ, Sashiel, SCOTT, Mary Alice, and THOMAS, Rhianna (NMSU), TSABETAYE, McKayla (San Juan Coll), KANE, Abigail, DE LA ROSA, Ivan, and CEBALLOS, Rachel (NMSU) SDH Screening Tool and Its Effectiveness in a Border Clinic

(W-11) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Franciscan
Cultural Citizenship and Human-Environment Interactions (SMA)
CHAIR: BRIGGS, Charles L. (UC-Berkeley)
PASHIGIAN, Melissa (Bryn Mawr Coll) Constructing National Ecologies through Traditional Herbal Medicine in Vietnam
VANDERLINDEN, Lisa (TCU) Toxic Illness, Well-being and Structural Violence in the Wake of the BP Oil Disaster
SANTOS CORTES, Lizbeth, BOJIC, Bridget, VAZQUEZ, Jailene, WEINER, Morgan, and MULLIGAN, Jessica (Providence Coll) Devising Emergency Infrastructures for Mitigation Post Hurricane Maria

(W-12) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Fireplace
Cultural Citizenship and Tourism: Changing Encounters in Colonial and Post-Colonial Contexts (Tourism TIG)
CHAIR: CHRISTIE, Jessica (ECU)
WILLIAMSTON, Ashley-Devon (JHU) Exchanges, Eruptions, and Erasures: Tourism’s Influence on Indigenous Guatemalan Identities
HECKMAN, Andrea (UNM) Machu Picchu Tourism and the New International Airport in Chinchero, Peru
FORD, Anabel (Exploring Solutions Past) Cultural Citizens of the Maya Forest: Developing Community Participation at the El Pilar Archaeological Reserve for Maya Flora and Fauna
MORA-CASTILLO, Brenda (ASU) Consuming Tourism: The Making of the US-Mexico Transborder Region and Remaking of Mexican Culture in Baja California, Mexico
JONES, Barbara K. (Brookdale CC) The Missing Ecotourist: In Search of “New Advocates” for Outdoor Recreation and Nature Tourism
DISCUSSANT: CHRISTIE, Jessica (ECU)

(W-13) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Potters
Corporate and Urban Anthropology in Guatemala: Methods, Challenges, and Opportunities (Business TIG)
CHAIR: COLOM, Alejandra (Labetnografico/UVG)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BALCARCEL, Luis, CHANG, Benjamin, BARRIENTOS, Margarita, CEBALLOS, Maria, and FIGUEROA, Juan Carlos (Labetnografico)

(W-14) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Weavers
Ethnographic Perspectives on Difficult Issues (Higher Ed TIG)
CHAIR: GARDNER, Andrew (U Puget Sound)
HOLT, Charles (TTU) Close Quarters Battle: The Habitus of the Modern-day Gunfighter
JOLIE, Ruth and HARRISON, Lauren (Mercyhurst U) The Impact of Sexual Consent Education on Gendered Attitudes: A Case Study from a Liberal Arts University
SCARRITT, Janelle (SFSU) Storytelling as Ethnography: An Anthropological Approach to Student-Veteran Research
GARDNER, Andrew (U Puget Sound) On Teaching Ethnography in Troubled Times
JENSEN, Jamie (Humboldt State U) Academic as Accomplice: Strategies for Defending the Cultural Interests of Indigenous Students in Higher Education

(W-15) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Turquoise
Visual Anthropology and Digital Methods

CHAIR: BAKER, Emily (Independent)
BRADLEY, Sarah (USF) and VITOUS, C. Ann (U Michigan) Now You See Me, Now You Don’t: Challenges and Opportunities in the Use of Visual Participatory Methods
LANG-BALDE, Rachel (Independent) “I want my story to be heard”: Digital Stories of Women Facing Obstetric Fistula
BAKER, Emily (Independent) Storytelling and Self in Public Broadcast: A Visual Ethnography of Rocky Mountain PBS
JERRY, Anthony (UCR) The “Living Archive” as Community Engagement
GILBERT, Autumn (Openfieldx) Anthropology in the Digital Landscape

(W-18) WEDNESDAY 8:00-9:50
Chaco Hotel - Gathering I
Making Your Research Make a Difference: Designing a Step-by-Step Strategy to Engage the Public with Social Media (Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZERS: CLARK, Deja and DELGADO, Hannia (Cool Anthropology, CUNY), BAINES, Kristina (CUNY Gutman), COSTA, Victoria (Cool Anthropology)

(W-31) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado A
The Intersection of Cultural Identity and the Natural Environment

CHAIR: MENZIES, Charles (UBC)
MENZIES, Charles (UBC) Mountain Goats and People: Cultural Resurgence as Indigenous Methodology
OLIVEIRA, Frederico (Lakehead U) Discussing the Results of Applying ‘Map Biography’ Methods With Two First Nations in Canada
FINEGAN, Chance (U Toronto Mississauga) Protected Areas, Indigenous Peoples, and Reconciliation in the USA
WAGNER, Kelsey (MSU) Mitigating Human-Elephant Conflict in Indonesia

(W-32) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado B
Human Rights: Advancing a Framework to Support Cultural Difference as a Social Process

CHAIR: MESSER, Ellen (Tufts U)
PANELISTS: HITCHCOCK, Robert and NAGENGAST, Carole (UNM), GRUENBAUM, Ellen (Purdue U), JOHNSTON, Barbara Rose (Ctr for Political Ecology), DAUER, Sheila (Columbia U), MESSER, Ellen (Tufts U)

(W-34) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado D
Sense and Nonsense: Bogus Categories and Saying What We Mean in Disaster Research, Part II (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: CANNON, Terry (Inst of Dev Studies), OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony (UFL)
PANELISTS: BENDER, Steve (Independent), HOFFMAN, Susanna (Hoffman Consulting), OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony and VON MEDING, Jason (UFL), WILKINSON, Olivia (Joint Learning Initiative on Faith & Local Communities), CONNON, Irena Leisbet Ceridwen (U Dundee), CLARK-GINSBERG, Aaron (RAND Corp)

(W-35) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado E
Brokering Anthropological Knowledge in Healthcare Organizations

CHAIRS: FARO, Elissa (Albert Einstein Med Coll), CHOKSHI, Sara (NYU Med Sch)
GORE, Radhika (NYU Med Sch) Applying Social Theory in Health Services Research: Motivations, Challenges, Strategies
RUBINSTEIN, Ellen and HAARSTICK, Kimberly A. (NDSU), CRABTREE, Benjamin F. (Rutgers Robert Wood Johnson Med Sch) Anthropological Intervention in Primary Care
FIX, Gemmae M. (VA & Boston U), ABRAHAM, Traci (VA & U Arkansas), NICHOLS, Linda (VA & U Tennessee), ONO, Sarah (VA & OR Hlth & Sci U), RATTRAY, Nicholas (VA & Indiana U), REISINGER, Heather, SEAMAN, Aaron, and SOLIMEO, Samantha (VA & U Iowa) Lessons on Practice from Anthropologists Working within the US’s Largest Healthcare System
TABER, Peter (VA) Para-ethnography, Auto-ethnography and Information Sharing in a Health Informatics Research Unit
CHOKSHI, Sara (NYU Med Sch) Communicating Complexity in Support of High Value Digital Health Development
FARO, Elissa (Albert Einstein Med Coll) Hierarchy, Trust, and Quality: Error Reporting in Healthcare

(W-36) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado F
Bridging Displacement through Sanctuaries on Land and Water: A Session in Honor of Robert E. Rhoades, Part II (ExTRACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: SHRESTHA, Milan (ASU), NAZAREA, Virginia (UGA)
SHRESTHA, Milan (ASU) Unsettled Futures of Agropastoralism in the Nepal Himalaya: Retreat Or Revitalize?
PRAIN, Gordon and KAWARAZUKA, Nozomi (Int’l Potato Ctr) Agri-Food System Resilience among Ethnic Minority Communities in Asian Hill Regions
PINIERO, Maricel, BALLESTEROS, Adriana, BOLAÑOS, Adriana, NAVARRO, Diego, and MARTINEZ, Eliana (AGROSAVIA) An Innovative and Socio-ecologically Resilient Territory: The Case of AGROSAVIA’s Methodology Implementation
JONES, Eric (UTH TMC) Push, Pull and Purpose in the Lives of Those Migrating
CASTRO, A. Peter (Syracuse U) A Troubled Sanctuary: The Ethiopian Highland Resettlement Controversy
VEDWAN, Neeraj (Montclair State U) Emerging Hydroscapes in a Globalizing India: New Roles and Reconfigured Relationships between Civil Society and Citizens

(W-38) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado H
Research on Mental Health and Trauma (SMA)

CHAIR: ENNIS-MCMILLAN, Michael C. (Skidmore Coll)
ENNIS-MCMILLAN, Michael C. (Skidmore Coll) Humanitarian Volunteer Actions to Alleviate Trauma-Related Distress among Refugees in Paris
VALENTINE, Laura (U Louisville) Care Assemblages: Exploring Person-Hood, Patient-Hood, and Agency in Mental Health Care Landscapes
TRANG, Kathy (Emory U) How Cultural Processes Shape the Association of Peritraumatic Features with Long-Term PTSD Symptom Severity and Psychophysiological Dysregulation in Vietnam
MAUPIN, Jonathan (ASU) Perceptions of Mental Illness in Highland Guatemala

(W-39) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Chapel
Methods and Ethics in Anthropology

CHAIR: LEE, Juliet (PIRE)
DOUGLASS, Megan (Wayne State U) Filming on the Frontlines: Using the Lens of Decoloniality in the Production of Digital Storytelling for Political Purposes within Impacted Communities
BOERI, Miriam (Bentley U) Challenges of Research among Hidden Populations: Perspectives from Graduate Students to Experienced Ethnographers
HUSSAIN, Nazia (Independent) Working With/Working For: Reconciling the Role of the Consultant Anthropologist in Non-Profit Research
LEE, Juliet, HERNANDEZ, Jorge, CANO, Juan, BALLESONE, Anna, and ANNECHINO, Rachelle (PIRE) Member Checking for Research Citizen Engagement
SEPIELAK, Katarzyna, WLADYKA, Dawid, and YAWORSKY, William (UTRGV) Language, Translation and Interpreting in Contemporary Field Research

(W-41) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Franciscan
Alternative Approaches to Health and Health Care (SMA)
CHAIR: KOHUT, Mike (Maine Med Ctr Rsch Inst)
KOHUT, Mike (Maine Med Ctr Rsch Inst) “We’re the ones that catch things”: Naturopathic Approaches to Cancer Screening and Prevention
JUDD, Daniel (Hawaii Pacific Hlth) The Evolving Culture of Orthopedic Pain Management Should Include Plant-Based Medicines
LUQUE, John. OKERE, Arinze. WILLIAMS, Paula. and TURNER JR., Reginald (FAMU) Patient Perspectives on Medical Marijuana Use in the Florida Panhandle
RAE-ESPINOZA, Heather (CSULB) Integrating Quality of Life Measurements into Pharmaceutical Research

(W-42) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Fireplace
Constructing Narratives of Identity and Heritage (Tourism TIG)

CHAIR: LORENZO, Luis (U Barcelona)
LORENZO, Luis (U Barcelona) Legitimacy in New Mexico’s ‘Hispano’ Identity and Heritage
ROSENKRANZ, Leah (Portland State U) Evaluating the Efficacy of Indigenous Representation on Government Managed Lands
BROOKS, Emily (USGS) “We’re in the forever business”: Caring for Cultural Heritage under Climate Change
SKAHAN, Mariann (UNM) Restoring Dignity to Language Translations of the Jicarilla Apache of New Mexico: The Retranslations of Pliny Earle Goddard Texts
RAMIREZ, Lawrence (UCR) Museology in the Doldrums: Applying Anti-Oppressive Pedagogy in Maritime Museums
PFEIFFER, Martin (UNM) Practicing Nuclear Secrecy: Museums, Activist Archives, and How Anthropology Can Help Save the World

(W-43) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Potters
What We Can Learn from COPAA’s ‘Business Anthropology on the Road’ (Business TIG)

CHAIR: BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys LLC)
PANELISTS: BRIODY, Elizabeth (Cultural Keys LLC), BLUDAU, Heidi (Monmouth U), SPEARS, Jenessa (Consilience Group LLC), SQUIRES, Susan (UNT)

(W-44) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Weavers
Resisting Hegemonic Practices and Finding Ways to Create Belonging: Cultural Citizenship in Borderlands Classrooms and Schools (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: ULLMAN, Char (UTEP)
ULLMAN, Char and MANGELSDORF, Kate (UTEP) Exploring the Linguistic and Cultural Identity Processes of Minoritized Doctoral Students’ Becoming
SERNA, Lisa (UTEP) Through Practice and Performance: Transfronterizx Newcomer English Learners (NELs) Developing Social Capital through High-School Choral Music Education
HERRERA-ROCHA, Lidia (UTEP) Language Ideologies and Identities of Emergent Bilinguals in a Dual Language and a Transitional Bilingual Education Context: A Comparative Study
MUNOZ, Jair (UTEP) Exclusion, Race, and Stigma: How Brown At-Risk Youth Are Produced in a Disciplinary Classroom on the U.S.-Mexico Borderland
OWENS, Angela (NMSU) Borderland Latinx Caregivers: Developing Agency in the Special Education Process

(W-45) WEDNESDAY 10:00-11:50
Turquoise
Reverse Anthropologies: Making Space for Hometown Ethnography and Archeology

CHAIR: VILLARREAL, Aimee (Our Lady of the Lake U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: VILLARREAL, Aimee (Our Lady of the Lake U), GONZALES, Gregorio (Colorado Coll)

WEDNESDAY 12:00-5:00
Atrium
The Exhibit includes tables displaying the most recent publications in the applied social sciences. Several press representatives will be available to discuss publishing options for authors. The Exhibit will also include craftwork (for sale) from several cooperatives.

(W-61) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado A
Teaching Food Politics in Trumpian Times: Reflections and Strategies (C&A)

CHAIRS: ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG), MARKOWITZ, Lisa (U Louisville)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG), MARKOWITZ, Lisa (U Louisville), PAGE-REEVES, Janet (UNM)

(W-62) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado B
Human Rights and Social Justice: Setting Our Vision for the Future

CHAIR: BAILEY, Eric (ECU)
Open Discussion

(W-63) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado C
Constructing Cultural Citizenship and Belonging: Immigration Politics in the US on National and Local Levels (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: KLINE, Nolan (Rollins Coll)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: DUNCAN, Whitney (UNCO), GALEMBA, Rebecca (U Denver), GETRICH, Christina (UMD), HORTON, Sarah (UC-Denver), KLINE, Nolan (Rollins Coll)

(W-64) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado D
Housing, Health, and the Environment (SMA)

CHAIR: WYNDHAM-WEST, Michelle (OCADU)
WATSON, Marnie (MO State U) Visions of a Tiny (Home) Utopia: Report from the Field on Housing the Chronically Homeless
PANCHANG, Sarita (USF) Sanitation and Urban Participation: Making for Residents of Informal Housing
WYNDHAM-WEST, Michelle (OCADU) and DUNN, James (McMaster U) Aging in Place, Housing (Im)Mobility and Citizenship: An Arts-Based Exploration of Low-Income Older Adults’ Lived Housing Experiences During Rapid Urban Change
CLARK, Sherri Lawson (WFU) The Erosion of Housing: An Ethnography of Housing Instability among the Urban Poor
STANLEY, Erin (Wayne State U) From Dismemberment to (Re)Membering: A Case Study of the Detroit Demolition Program

(W-65) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado E
Food Insecurity, Nutrition, and Health (SMA)

CHAIR: RAGSDALE, Kathleen (MS State U SSRC)
RAGSDALE, Kathleen and KOLBILA, Robert (MS State U SSRC), MARINDA, Pamela (U Zambia), READ-WAHIDI, Mary R. (MS State U SSRC), PINCUS, Lauren (WorldFish), TORELL, Elin (URI) Fish4Zambia Preliminary Results: Exploring Food Insecurity among Men and Women in Zambia’s Lake Bangweulu Region
READ-WAHIDI, Mary R. and RAGSDALE, Kathleen (MS State U SSRC), WEI, Tianlan (MS State U), ASIGBEE, Mawul and ATIM, Philip (Catholic Relief Serv-Ghana), KOLBILA, Robert and INGOUF, Laura (MS State U SSRC) Using the Household Hunger Scale to Explore Food Insecurity among Men and Women Smallholder Farmers in Rural Ghana
ARPS, Shannah and PERALTA, Karie (U Toledo) Growth Status of Haitian and Dominico-Haitian Children Living in the Dominican Republic
GORDON, Andrew J. (U Houston), AGRAMONTE MACHADO, Adriana and MARÍN JULIÁ, Silvia María (Inst Nacional de Endocrinología, Cuba), OCHOA, Cesar (Western U Hlth Ctr) Intergenerational Transmission of Diabetes Type 2 to Children
DORSEY, Achsah (UNCCH) Immune Activation, Body Fat, and Anemia: An Exploration of the Dual Burden in Pre-School-Aged Children Living in a Peri-Urban Community Outside Lima, Peru

(W-66) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado F
Methods for Environmental Research: Networks, Communities, and Collaborations (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: BASCOPE, Grace Lloyd (MRP/BRIT)
GERKEY, Drew (OR State U) Social Network Analysis and Environmental Anthropology: Metaphors and Measurements
CLARK, Michele, HALL, Sharon, and SHRESTHA, Milan (ASU) Perceptions of Community-Based Strategies for Invasive Plant Removal: A Case-Study in Community Forests of Chitwan, Nepal
JEFFERSON, Peter (Burris Lab Sch) Engaging Children in Environmental Health Community Organizing
BASCOPE, Grace Lloyd (MRP/BRIT), GUDEJAN, Thomas M. (MRP), and MCCLATCHEY, Will (Independent) When Collaboration Becomes a Win, Win, Win: The Botanical Research Institute of Texas and Maya Research Program Work Together to Help an Archaeology Project Better Interpret and Protect a Small Portion of Rain Forest

(W-67) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado G
Co-Management to Privatization: A Spectrum (Fisheries TIG)

CHAIR: PINKERTON, Evelyn (SFU)
PINKERTON, Evelyn (SFU), OGIER, Emily and GARDNER, Caleb (U Tasmania), VAN PUTTEN, Ingrid (CSIRO) The Full Cost of Privatizing Fishing Access Privileges
RUSSELL, Suzanne (NOAA Fisheries) and VIZEK, Ashley (ECS) West Coast Fishing Communities: What Has Changed?
QUIMBY, Barbara (SDSU) Traditionally Inclusive?: Participation in Hybrid Institutions of Samoan Fisheries Co-management
LOY, Christopher (CNU) Industrializing the Oyster: The Cultural Logic of Genetic Manipulation in the Chesapeake Bay

(W-68) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado H
At the Intersection of Anthropology and Medicine: Towards a New Clinically Applied Anthropology

CHAIRS: HENDERSON, Heather and WILSON, Jason (USF)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: WELLER, Susan (U Texas), KETCHER, Dana (Moffit Cancer Ctr), MARTINEZ TYSON, Dinorah (USF)

(W-69) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Chapel
Interventions: Advocate and Activist Approaches to Gender Based Violence (GBV TIG)

CHAIR: MORRISON, Penelope (PSU New Kensington)
GONZALEZ, Alexalin (Caminar Latino Inc) Advocacy for Victims of Domestic Violence in Refugee and Immigrant Communities
MORRISON, Penelope (PSU New Kensington) Processes Related to Behavioral Change in Batterer Intervention Programs: Observations from an Ethnographic Study
POMALES, Tony (Dickinson Coll) Challenging Disposability Politics: Aging, Social Suffering, and Health Activism among Sex-Working Women in Costa Rica
(W-70) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Tablao
Video

**DOWSLEY, Martha, RAY, Lana, SHIELDS, Gavin, and OLIVEIRA, Frederico** (Lakehead U) *When the Snow Blankets the Earth, It Is Time to Tell Stories: Using Digital Technology and Indigenous Storytelling to Communicate Research on Lac Seul First Nation’s History*

(W-71) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Franciscan
Disasters in Paradise: Natural Hazards, Social Vulnerability, and Development Decisions (Risk & Disaster TIG)

**CHAIRS: CONCHA-HOLMES, Amanda and OLIVER-SMITH, Anthony** (UFL)

Open Discussion

(W-72) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Fireplace
Preserving Indigenous Identities

**CHAIR: FORGASH, Rebecca** (MSU Denver)

**FOCHESATTO, Ana** (IL State U) *Yerba Mate: National Project to Emerging Superfood*

**FORGASH, Rebecca, QUIZAR, Stephanie (Robin), SANDOVAL, Richard, PRICE, Liam, KHAMOV, Roman, and HORN, Myranda** (MSU Denver) *Who Speaks Ch’orti’? Who Owns Ch’orti’?: Language Revitalization and Cultural Citizenship in Guatemala/Honduras*

**MARTÍNEZ, David** (ASU) *Rebirth and Recognition in Southern Arizona: How the Hia Ced O’odham Are Reasserting Their Sovereignty*

**CHESTNUT, Elizabeth Akiya** (Indian Pueblo Cultural Ctr, Retired) *The De Anza Project: The De Anza Motor Lodge, the Zuni Connection, and the City of Albuquerque*

**ASIF, Soubhana** (Boston U Med Sch) *What’s in a Number?: Urban Native American Elder Identity*

(W-73) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Potters
Critiques and Visions of Social Justice (Business TIG)

**CHAIR: REED, Rachel** (Unusual Suspects Theatre Co)

**ALEKSEEVSKY, Mikhail** (Ctr for Urban Anthropology) *What Dreams May Come: Applied Anthropology of Residential Housing in Russian Cities*

**KRUG, Melissa** (Temple U) *Fair-trade Exclusion: Unsupported Indigeneity in a Peruvian Handicrafts Organization*

**REED, Rachel** (Unusual Suspects Theatre Co) *More Good Than Harm: Thwarting Philanthropy’s Mission to Obstruct Social Justice*

(W-74) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Weavers
COPAA-Applied Anthropology and Student Engagement: A Case Study Based on the Internship Program at the Bureau of Applied Research in Anthropology (BARA), University of Arizona (Higher Ed TIG)

**CHAIRS: MANDACHE, Luminita-Anda and AUSTIN, Diane** (U Arizona)

**ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: AUSTIN, Diane, PULLEN, Sydney, and RODRIGUEZ, Neida Wildine** (U Arizona)

(W-75) WEDNESDAY 12:00-1:20
Turquoise
Negotiating Gendered Roles and Identities

**CHAIR: GAULDIN, Eric** (Marine Corps U)

**DEFILLIPO, Cassie** (U Melbourne) *Who Puts the Toxic in Toxic Masculinity?*

**GAULDIN, Eric** (Marine Corps U) *Green Like Me: An Exploration of Diversity in the United States Marine Corps*
MAW, Madison (BYU) A Woman’s Place: The Clash between Quichua and Christianity
ORTEGA, Cynthia (CO State U) Exploring Learned Models of Sex and Pregnancy among Adolescent Youth in Ecuador
MARK, Brigid (CSBSJU) Machismo, Colonización, y La Madre Tierra: The Connection between Women and Nature in Guatemala
VOGEL, Kristen (USF) An Afrocentric Women’s Empowerment: Listening to Ghana’s Matriarchs

(W-91) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20

Alvarado A
Engaging Applied Research in Community Food Movements

CHAIRS: HEUER, Jacquelyn and BRADLEY, Sarah (USF)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: HEUER, Jacquelyn and BRADLEY, Sarah (USF), VITOUS, Ann (U Michigan), GASS, Marquette and VAN MAANEN, Jesse (NMSU), RAMÍREZ, Belinda (USCD), CARNEY, Megan (U Arizona)

(W-92) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20

Alvarado B
Political Conflicts with Indigenous Rights

CHAIR: FINAN, Timothy (U Arizona)
ARELLANO-LOPEZ, F. Sonia (Independent) African Diasporas in the Andes: Social Visibility and Cultural Identity
DILLARD, Madison (U Denver) “We Collect Stories”: The Canadian Museum of Human Rights and Exhibiting Diverse Voices
ELMAKISS, Rachel (Hendrix Coll) The Naqab Bedouin: Hospitality and Indigeneity in an Israeli-Bedouin Community
FINAN, Timothy (U Arizona) The Perversity of Clientelism: A Case Study from Northeast Brazil
ROBINSON, Kaniqua (U Pitt) The Performance of Memorialization: Politics of Memory and Memory-Making at the Arthur G. Dozier School for Boys
SUCCE, Rosemary (NPS) National Parks and the Reinvigoration of the Civil Rights Movement: Where We’ve Been and Where We’re Going

(W-93) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20

Alvarado C
Situating (Ill)health in Religious and Cultural Frameworks (SMA)

CHAIR: CRANE, Hillary (Linfield Coll)
DRAPER, Suzanne C. (UCF) Charismatic Catholicism, Resting in the Spirit, and Biomedical Narratives: Adaptations to Health and Healing in Yucatán, México
ABARBANELL, Linda, REYES-HERNANDEZ, Elvira, and MORENO, John (SDSU) Negotiating Cancer Causes and Care at the US-Mexico Border
JORDAN, Timeri (WFU) Perceptions of Blood and Health in Relation to Caste Hierarchy in Kathmandu, Nepal
CRANE, Hillary (Linfield Coll) Strange (Sick)Bedfellows: Medical and Religious Conflicts over Celiac Disease
PEREZ, Gina (CSUN) Mexican-American/Chicana Post-Traumatic Growth: Catholicism and Prayer as a Form of Healing

(W-94) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20

Alvarado D
Issues for Refugee Resettling in the US

CHAIR: HOLBROOK, Emily (USF)
MAHONEY, Dillon and BAER, Roberta D. (USF), BEHRMAN, Carolyn (U Akron) Unique Issues for Resettling Refugees from the Congo Wars
INKS, Michaela (USF) A Critical Look at the Consent Decree of 1990
HOLBROOK, Emily (USF) Eating in America: Easing the Transition for Resettled Refugees through an Applied Anthropological Intervention
BAER, Roberta D., HOLBROOK, Emily, and BLAIR, Janet (USF) American Stories 2: Oral History, Service Learning, and ESL Materials for Refugees (and Others)

(W-95) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20

Alvarado E
Engaging Everyday Citizens in the Research Process (Higher Ed TIG)
CHAIRS: RUTH, Alissa and STURTZSREETHARAN, Cindi (ASU)
GLEGZIABHER, Meskerem (ASU) and HAMMONS, Clottee (Emancipation Arts LLC) Fetching What Is at Risk of Being Left Behind: Engaging Local Youth and Elders in Oral History Research
WILLIAMS, Deborah (ASU), AGOSTINI, Gina (Midwestern U), and STURTZSREETHARAN, Cindi (ASU) Citizen Sociolinguistics: New Insights into Fat Talk
ALTMAN, Heidi (GA Southern U) The Georgia Moms Project: Amplifying Women’s Own Narratives of Their Healthcare Experiences
STURTZSREETHARAN, Cindi (ASU), AGOSTINI, Gina (Midwestern U), and WILLIAMS, Deborah (ASU) Considering Body Talk: What Role Do Volunteer Data Collectors Play in the Analysis of Body Talk?
RUTH, Alissa, STURTZSREETHARAN, Cindi, BREWIS, Alexandra, WUTICH, Amber, MITCHELL, Charlayne, and BERNARD, H. Russell (ASU) Who Makes a Better Citizen Social Scientist?: A Comparative Evaluation of Students and Citizen Social Scientists as Observers of Social Exclusion

(W-96) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado F
Can Household Solar Technologies Help Us Achieve Energy Justice? (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: AUSTIN, Diane (U Arizona)
Open Discussion

(W-97) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado G
Places and Policies: Who Is Impacted and Why? (Fisheries TIG)

CHAIR: POMEROY, Carrie (CA Sea Grant, UCSD & Inst of Marine Sci UCSC)
DAUGHTERS, Anton (Truman State U) The Political Ecology of Southern Chile’s Islands of Chiloé
POMEROY, Carrie (CA Sea Grant, UCSD & Inst of Marine Sci UCSC), CULVER, Carolynn (CA Sea Grant, UCSB), and HECK, Nadine (UCSC & ECU) Policy and Practice in Marine Space Use Governance: On Common Ground Or At Cross Purposes?
BAKER, Sydney (St. Lawrence U) Conserving and Competing: Intersections of Marine Conservation in Eastern Africa
KAMAT, Vinay (UBC) “Now we are all educated”: Shifting Discourses on Marine Conservation in Southeastern Tanzania
JACOB, Steve (YCP), COLBURN, Lisa and JEPSON, Michael (NOAA Fisheries) Enhancing the Utility of Fishery Social Indicators: Synthesizing Multiple Indices into a Single Indicator
NORMAN, Karma (NOAA NWFSC), SPIER, Cameron (NOAA SWFSC), RIDINGS, Corey and DREXLER, Michael (Ocean Conservancy), MARCUM, Jennifer (WA Dept of Labor & Industries) Using Health Survey Data to Assess the Wellbeing of Fishermen and Fishing Communities

(W-98) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado H
Care and Diversity in Complex Societies, Part I (CONAA)

CHAIR: NORRIS, Susan (Immaculata U)
NORRIS, Susan and LORUP, Carole (Immaculata U) Immersive Global Service Learning and the Development of Cultural Competence: Student Perceptions of a Transformative Process
EMERSON, Christie (Kennesaw State U) and COOPER, Jennifer (Torrens U) Nurses’ Perceptions of Medication Errors and Error Reporting in a Culturally Diverse Nursing Setting; Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates
BRAZELTON, Elizabeth “Lisa” (U Alabama) Is Hemp the New Buffalo?

(W-99) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Chapel
Experiencing Gendered Violence: Resistance, Rationalization, and Research (GBV TIG)

CHAIR: WIRTZ, Elizabeth (Purdue U)
ZHENG, Tiantian (SUNY Cortland) Intimate Partner Violence, Women, and Resistance Strategies in Postsocialist China
MUEHLMANN, Shaylih (UBC) “Three More Stars for My Daughter”: Searching for Mexico’s Disappeared
PREAUX, Annie, KINGTON, Sarah, and CASTRO, Arachu (Tulane U) Hospital Personnel’s Perceptions and Rationalization of Obstetric Violence in the Dominican Republic
(W-100) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Tablao
Video

COLOM, Alejandra (Fundación Ixcanul/Labeptnografico) and BUSTAMANTE, Jayro (La Casa de Producción/Fundación Ixcanul) La Llorona

(W-101) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Franciscan
Shifting the Focus: Supporting the Agency and Creativity of Marginalized Groups in Disaster Research (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: GONZALEZ BAUTISTA, Noémie (U Laval)
PANELISTS: MALDONADO, Julie (LiKEN), HAUSAM, Sharon (Pueblo of Laguna), JOHNSON, Mei (UDel), RIVERA GONZALEZ, Joyce (U Notre Dame), KIRKLAND, Heather A.H. (American U)

(W-102) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Fireplace
Leveraging Heritage for Economic Development through Tourism (Tourism TIG)

CHAIR: FENG, Xianghong (E Michigan U)
FENG, Xianghong (E Michigan U) and LI, Qiaoyang (Guizhou Minzu U) From “Community-Based” to “Government-Directed” Ethnic Tourism: The Survival of “Gong Fen” in the Upper Langde Miao Village, China
MELO, Christy (UHWO) Native Hawaiian Culture- and Place-Based Tourism Sovereignty: Turning Challenges into Opportunities on Hawai’i’s Island of O’ahu
SCHULZE, Savannah (Purdue U) An Anthropological Analysis of Critical Collaborative Engagement and Cultural Tourism in a Ugandan National Park
NAYLOR, Ryan (Penn State U) Tourism, Livelihood, and Identity: Negotiation in Southeast Alaska
STUCKI, Larry (Emeritus) Tramways, Skywalks, and Adventure Tourism: A Brief History of Controversial Grand Canyon Proposals for Bringing Economic Prosperity to the Havasupai, Hualapai, and Navajo Nations

(W-103) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Potters
Emerging Developments: Anthropology, Design, and the UX Space (Business TIG)

CHAIRS: HOUSE, Kendall (Boise State U), MILLER, Christine (Savannah Coll of Art & Design)
PANELISTS: NEWTON, Kevin (Linkedin), OTTO, Paul (Ipsos), RAMER, Angela (HKS), LEACOX, Evan, SHANNON, Ollie, and HOUSE, Kendall (Boise State U)

(W-105) WEDNESDAY 1:30-3:20
Turquoise
Building Teaching Communities (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: JENKS, Angela (UCI)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: JENKS, Angela (UCI), NELSON, Katie (Inver Hills CC), GONZALEZ, Laura (San Diego Miramar College), SCHOENBERG, Arnie (San Diego City Coll), GIDEONSE, Ted (UCI), SHEREEN, Yasmine (Mt. San Antonio Coll)

(W-108) WEDNESDAY 1:30-5:20
Chaco Hotel – Gathering I
Applied Visual Ethnography Workshop (Workshop, Fee $40)

ORGANIZER: STINNETT, Ashley (WKU)

(W-109) WEDNESDAY 1:30-4:30
Chaco Hotel – Gathering II
Cultural Expertise on Aiding Refugees, Asylum Seekers and Undocumented Migrants (Sponsored by the Immigration Initiative, Fee: None - Participation is limited. Registration for the workshop is required.)

ORGANIZERS: HASSOUN, Rosina (Saginaw Valley State U), NGIN, ChorSwang (CSULA), SALVI, Cecilia (Grad Ctr CUNY), YEH LITT, Joann (Law Offices of John Jonannes), BORJON, Luz Maria (CSULA)

(W-121) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado A
The Rights and Responsibilities of Environmental Citizenship

CHAIR: GRAY, Benjamin (U Montana)
THORPE, Marian (Rutgers U) Being Seen by the State: Embracing Neoliberal Multicultural Recognition in Western Panama
GRAY, Benjamin (U Montana) “We are all at risk”: The Possibilities and Limits of the US’s Wildfire Risk Governance System
LEPPERT GOMES, Amanda (SIU) Emitting Inequity: Emerging Relationships of Green Neoliberal Development in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec
ARMSTRONG, Melanie, REHN, Maddie, DOWNING, Emily, and ZALDUMBIDE, Gabriela (W Colorado U) Environmental Citizenship through Engaged Scholarship: A Case Study in Adaptive Management on the Gunnison National Forest
CAMERON, Mary (FAU) Ayurvedic Origins of Plant Conservation and Health Care Rights in Nepal

(W-122) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado B
Power, Politics, and Activism

CHAIR: GINSBURG, Ellen (MCPHS U)
GINSBURG, Ellen (MCPHS U) Erosion of Power in the Modern Nation-States
THARP, Christopher (UDel) Rethinking Postcolonial Sovereignty Using Mouffean “Artivism” throughout Contemporary Puerto Rico and the Diaspora
MEDEIROS, Melanie (SUNY Geneseo) Barbie and Ken, Good Citizens: The Use of Satirical Internet Memes in Brazilian Sociopolitical Movements
ŽABICKA, Anna (U Vienna) Shaping Morally Correct Individuals and Families in Latvia
HEDDEN, Bethany Joy (Wayne State U) Political Theatre: Contesting and Reimagining Discourse
WIDENER, Patricia (FAU) Natures in the Resistance: Public Rhythms and Sensory Spaces
LEFTOFF, Sondra (JJC CUNY) Did you just plead guilty to assault?: Americanization of Justice on the Navajo Reservation in the Early 20th Century and the Silencing of “Talking out” Problems

(W-123) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado C
Resisting 2019 Immigration Terrors: A Culture of Survival (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: SURREY, David (Saint Peter’s U)
ARMAS, Desiree and CAMARGO, Pyetra (St. Peter’s U) Youth Organizing for Climate Justice
ABUALI, Gineen and GARCIA, Thairy (St. Peter’s U) Fighting the Phobias: Ethnogenesis into an Umbrella of the Other
MARTINEZ-MENDOZA, Samantha and LIBEROS, Mariet (St. Peter’s U) Resisting 2019 Immigration Terrors: A Culture of Survival
DISCUSSANT: SURREY, David (Saint Peter’s U)

WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado D
Guatemala Scholars Network Meeting

(W-125) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado E
Drugs and Addiction (SMA)

CHAIR: WESTERMeyer, Joseph (U Minnesota)
KAMPMAN, Kelley (CWRU) Mothers & MAT: Identifying Gendered Gaps in Drug Treatment Programs
BAKER, Alex, BECKETT, Amanda, HEDGES, Kristin, and JACKSON, Wesley (GVSU) ‘Addy’-ing It All Up: University Students’ Perspectives on Substance Use

WESTERMEYER, Joseph (U Minnesota) Methadone Treatment for Opioid Dependence: Long Term Upsides & Downsides

WINSTEAD, Teresa (Saint Martin’s U), GARIS, Tayler, BUSH, Arianna, and WINSTEAD, Candace (CalPoly) Steps toward Belonging for the Currently Incarcerated: Outcomes from a Jail-Based Overdose Prevention Program in CA

HAMM, Megan (U Pitt) Towards an Anthropologically Informed Meta-Analysis of Qualitative Medical Projects Regarding the Opioid Epidemic

KAHN, Linda (U Buffalo) Evaluating the Nation’s First Opioid Intervention Court

(W-126) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado F
Aquatic Anthropologies: New Perspectives on Water in Cultural Life (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: DU BRAY, Margaret (Augustana Coll)

Cairns, Maryann C., Ulmer, Gordon L., and Brown, Megan L. (Humboldt State U) Foregrounding the Human in Risk Modeling: An Ethnographic Approach to Public Health Risks in a Polluted Waterscape

Du Bray, Margaret (Augustana Coll), Stotts, Rhian, Wutich, Amber, and Brewis, Alexandra (ASU) The River Divides Us: (In)Equity in Access to Ecosystem Services

Linn, Colleen, O’Leary, Brendan, and Atemann, Camille (Wayne State U) Interdisciplinary Urban Sustainability Research: Seeking Comprehensive Knowledge About Groundwater Contamination and Its Effects on Drinking Water Quality in SE Michigan

Collings, Margaret (IUP) All Drains Lead to the Ocean: The Importance of Storm Drains

Gordillo, Gaston (UBC) The Oceanic Vortex: The Affective Materiality of Liquid Terrain

(W-127) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado G
Labor and Immigration in US Fishing Communities (Immigration TIG)

CHAIRS: Hall-Arber, Madeleine (MIT Sea Grant, retired), Griffith, David (ECU)

Hall-Arber, Madeleine (MIT Sea Grant, retired) and Orleans, Laura (New Bedford Fishing Heritage Ctr & Museum) Workers, Homegrown and Not, in New Bedford’s Fishing Industry

Griffith, David (ECU) Labor and Livelihoods along Coastal Plains

Downs, Mike and Weidlich, Stev (Wislow Rsch) Processing Labor, Immigration, and Integration in Southwestern Alaska Fishing Communities

Doyle, Jamie, Conway, Flaxen, Maldonado, Marta, Boovy, Bradley, and Johnson, Maria (OR State U) Seafood Processor Workers: Exploring the Hidden Faces in Seafood

Johnson, Maria, Doyle, Jamie, Maldonado, Marta, Conway, Flaxen, and Boovy, Bradley (OR State U) Seafood Processing Workers’ Sense of Place in Coos County, Oregon

(W-128) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado H
Care and Diversity in Complex Societies, Part II (CONAA)

CHAIR: Emerson, Christie (Kennesaw State U)

Emerson, Christie (Kennesaw State U) Networking and Social Capital among Health Professionals in International Partnership Development

Brazelson, Elizabeth “Lisa” (U Alabama) Hemp for Hope: Seeking a Solution to Uranium Contamination of the Cheyenne River Valley and the Potential for Improving Women’s Health Disparities among the Oglala Lakota

Sheen, Linda (UTH Health) Understanding Diabetes Health Beliefs and Health Practices in Vietnamese Americans

Geleich, Jan and Mazurik, Kathrina (U Saskatchewan), Matthews, Elise (U Regina), Desjardins, Michel (U Saskatchewan) Developing a Communicative Body: A Processual Account of Coping With Inflammatory Bowel Disease

Ramawamy, Padmavathy, Santa Maria, Diane M., and Sahiti, Myneni (Houston HSC), Johnson, Constance (UTH TMC) MHealth Usage and Acceptance among South Asian Adults in the US

(W-129) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Chapel
Embodied & Entangled: Methodology at the Intersectional Crossroads of Interpersonal, Gendered Violences (GBV TIG)

CHAIR: PETILLO, April (KSU)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: MULLA, Sameena (Marquette U), WHITAKER, Catherine (U Edinburgh), MOORE, Dawn (Carlton U), Hlavka, Heather (Marquette U), MORA, Amalia (U Arizona), WIRTZ, Elizabeth (Purdue U)

WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Tableo
Disability Research Interest Group of the Society for Medical Anthropology Business Meeting

(W-131) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Franciscan
Citizenship in Times of Crisis: Rural Communities’ Perceptions of the State in Post-Disaster Haiti (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: SCHULLER, Mark (NIU)
TILUS, Castelline (She Builds Global Initiative) Sourcing the Truth: Presenting Ground-Level Data on Perceptions of the State and Government Officials
PRENTICE-WALZ, Heather (UCSB) “Nou pa gen leta”: Community Perceptions of the State in Rural Haiti
NAU, Nadege (USF) Proximity & Protest: Reactions to the Neoliberal State in Urban and Rural Haiti
JEAN-BAPTISTE, Stephanie (LUC) Apre Bondye se leta: Exploring the Relationship between NGO Presence in Haiti and the Perceived Role of the Haitian State

(W-132) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Fireplace
The Social, Economic, Political, and Environmental Impacts of Tourism (Tourism TIG)

CHAIR: HUNT, Carter (Penn State U)
TAYLOR, Sue (American U) Ethnohistory as a Tool for Program Planning
HUNDLEY, James (Binghamton U) Birth of the Canoe Journey: Borders, Settler Colonialism, and Cultural Revitalization
ANDREEV, Kari (U Texas) The Epic Festival: Strategic Use of Intangible Heritage in the Sakha Republic
HUNT, Carter (Penn State U) Environmental Anthropology of Tourism in the Galapagos Islands
LITKA, Stephanie (U Dayton) Representing Heritage: Negotiating Cultural Citizenship and Indigenous Sovereignty through the Maya Tourist Industry

(W-133) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Potters
Thinking through Diversity in Industry Practices: Implications for Business Anthropology (Business TIG)

CHAIRS: MCCABE, Maryann (U Rochester), DENNY, Rita (EPIC)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: HALE, Tamara (Workday), HASBROUCK, Jay (Hasbrouck Rsch Group), TAYLOR, Gigi (Luminosity Rsch)

(W-134) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Weavers
Indigenous Knowledge in Community Anthropology Projects in Southeast Alaska (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: MONTEITH, Daniel (U Alaska SE)
PANELISTS: SCHULTE, Priscilla (U Alaska SE-Ketchikan), BROWN, Jennifer (U Alaska SE), HAVEN, Forest (UCI)

(W-135) WEDNESDAY 3:30-5:20
Turquoise
Changing Structures in Higher Education (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: REYES, Lucio (USF)
HARP-RUSHING, Kyle (UCR) Broken Commons and Common Breaks: Free and Open Research Ecosystems as Reparative Infrastructure
MCNEECE, Avery and LYNN, Christopher D. (U Alabama), HOWELLS, Michaela (UNCW) The Mythical Balancing Act: The Work-Life Seesaw in Anthropology
PAJUNEN, Matthew, DAVIS-SALAZAR, Karla, CASPER, Breanne, and REYES, Lucio (USF) Fair Funding or Meritocratic Meddling?: The Legislative Role in Academic Policy Implementation and Appropriation
REYES, Lucio, CASPER, Breanne, DAVIS-SALAZAR, Karla, and PAJUNEN, Matthew (USF) Anthropology and Academic Reform: The Voices and Perceptions Surrounding Anticipated Institutional Refinement
DELISLE, Takami (UKY) Differences That Tie Us Together: Towards Solidarity Building for Decolonizing Anthropology Graduate Training

(W-153) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Alvarado C
Belonging beyond Citizenship: Mobility and Exclusion in an Era of Hate (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: BAKER, Beth (CSULA)
PANELISTS: BAKER, Beth and HERNANDEZ, Ester (CSULA), WILTBERGER, Joe (CSUN), YARRIS, Kristin (U Oregon), ZAVELLA, Patricia (UCSC)

(W-154) WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Alvarado D
J. Anthony Paredes Memorial Plenary
Reception to Follow

CHAIR: ALTMAN, Heidi (GA Southern U)
PANELISTS: TWO BEARS, Davina (Indiana U), AGUILAR, Woody (U Penn), CHAVARRIA, Tony (Museum of Indian Art & Culture), VIERRA, Brad (NMSU), LALUK, Nicholas C. (NAU)

WEDNESDAY 5:30-7:20
Alvarado H
CONAA Business Meeting

WEDNESDAY 7:30-9:30
Alvarado D
Welcome Reception
Sponsored by the J. Anthony Paredes Memorial Committee

This social celebrates the opening of the 80th Annual Meeting, and is one of the high points of the meeting. SfAA President Briller will preside and introduce prominent guests. Hors d’oeuvres will be served and beverages may be purchased. Music provided by Mariachi Vaqueros de Highlands from New Mexico Highlands University.

THURSDAY, MARCH 19

(TH-01) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado A
The Art of Leveraging: Collaboration in Anthropological Practice

CHAIRS: DAUER, Sheila (Columbia U), CHERNELA, Janet (UMD)
CHERNELA, Janet (UMD) Yanomami Land Struggles and the Rise of Worldwide Indigenous Advocacy Networks
ARUCH, Matthew (UMD) Boundary Work, Boundary Objects and Boundary Infrastructures in Brazil: Retracing Transnational Actor-Networks and International Education in the Kayapó Indigenous Territories
DAUER, Sheila (Columbia U) Transnational Advocacy of Amnesty International
DISCUSSANT: JOHNSTON, Barbara Rose (Ctr for Political Ecology)

(TH-02) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado B
Constructing Cultural Citizenship in Migration (Immigration TIG)
CHAIR: FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD)
ASMAN, Susanne (Gothenburg U) Gender, Migration and Citizenship Rights: Brokers Navigating the Gendered Labour Migration Control between Nepal and the Gulf Countries
FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD) and CARATTINI, Amy (Montgomery Coll) Middle Class Relocations: From Migration to Mobility Paradigms
JOSEPH, Daniel (DePauw U) Dominican-Haitians: Statelessness and Substantive Citizenship
LUCHMUN, Rachel (ASU) Small but Mighty: Mauritian Cultural Citizenship in Toronto
MATOSSIAN, Anahid (UKY) “Syria is our birthplace, Armenia is our Homeland”: Disjointed Cultural Citizenship of Ethnic Armenian Women from Syria in Yerevan, Armenia

(TH-03) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado C
Seeking, Finding, Accepting and Resisting Care: Structural and Cultural Diversity in Complex Societies (SMA)

CHAIR: LEVIN, Betty Wolder (CUNY SPH)
PANELISTS: GREEN, James W. (U Washington), LEVIN, Betty Wolder (CUNY SPH), MICHAELSON, Karen (Independent), SANKAR, Andrea (Wayne State U), SOUZA, Margaret (SUNY/Empire State Coll)

(TH-04) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado D
Cultural Citizenship, Post-migration, and Trauma, Part I (CONAA)

CHAIR: BROWN, Brenda (Independent)
AL-JA’AFREH, Somaya (U Jordan), MATTHEWS, Elise (U Regina), and GELECH, Jan (U Saskatchewan) Family, Health and Community Experiences of Syrian Women Refugees in Saskatchewan
DZUBUR, Valerie (Samuel Merritt U) Healing After Migration
BROWN, Brenda (Independent) Blended Families: How a Muslim Afghan Refugee Family and a Christian American Couple Became One
JALIL-GUTIERREZ, Sylvia (CCSU) Marginality, Trauma and Belonging?

(TH-05) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado E
Human Rights and the Environment in the Context of Climate Change

CHAIR: ALEXANDER, Sara (Baylor U)
ALEXANDER, Sara, SCHULTZ, Alan, and MARTENS, Paul (Baylor U) Worldviews, Value Systems, and Climate Change Policies Deepen Challenges to Farming Communities in Western Belize
THOMAS, Eric (UNCCH) “We are deprived”: Fishing Families and the Fight for Environmental Justice in Southern Chile
LONG, Michael (Baylor U) Weathering Climate Change While Ensuring Livelihood Security in the Context of Tourism Development: A Study of Svan Resilience in Upper Svaneti, Republic of Georgia
RUSSELL, Diane (SocioEcological Strategies Inc) Guiding the Integration of Climate Change, Rights and Governance
GROSSE, Corrie and MARK, Bridgid (CSBSJU) A New Moment?: Youth Voices on Climate Justice at COP 25

(TH-06) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado F
ExtrACTION and Time, Part I: Temporalities (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: WILLOW, Anna (OH State U)
WILLOW, Anna (OH State U) Contested Futures: Time, Extraction, and (Hydro)Power
HITE, Emily (UC Boulder) The Ebb and Flow of Dams: Cyclical Threats of Hydroelectricity Development
JACKSON, Deborah (Earlham Coll) Sarnia’s Toxic Blob: Tracing Temporalities and Transmutations of Oil in 20th Century Canada
FENT, Ashley (Vassar Coll) “They’ve Left Us Alone, For Now”: Activism and the Intertemporalities of Shifting Extractive Frontiers in Senegal
NADEAU, Kathleen (CSUSB) (Embodying the Past in the Present) Liberation Theology and Indigenous Spiritualities’ Cyclical Notion of Time: Fighting against Environmental Degradation and Climate Change in the Philippines
(TH-07) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50  
Alvarado G  
Petroleum, Fish, and Community: Papers from the Central and Eastern Gulf of Mexico Coast (Fisheries TIG)  

CHAIRS: PHANEUF, Victoria (BOEM), MCMAHAN, Ben (U Arizona)  
PHANEUF, Victoria (BOEM) Place, Politics, and Planning in Disaster Recovery: Coastal Restoration after Deepwater Horizon  
HOFFMAN, David (MS State U), SCHEWE, Rebecca (Syracuse U), WITT, Joseph and SHOUPT, Brian (MS State U),  
FREEMAN, Matthew (Gulf of Mexico Fishery Mgmt Council) Communication, Trust and Legitimate Governance: Perspectives from the Vietnamese-American Fishing Communities of the U.S. Gulf Coast  
FILIPPONE, Rachel (U Arizona) Examining Trends in Social Services in Southern Louisiana: Twenty Years of Organizational Response to Volatility  
MCMAHAN, Ben (U Arizona) Workforce Mobility and Market Volatility: Shifting Social and Environmental Landscapes in Southern Louisiana  

(TH-08) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50  
Alvarado H  
Ethnographic Research on Diversity and Other Business Practices (Business TIG)  

CHAIR: STUDEBAKER, Jennifer (Ewing Marion Kauffman Fdn)  
HAYDEN, Nirupama (Purdue U) Designing Successful Diversity and Inclusion Programs: An Anthropological Examination of Diversity & Inclusion (D&I) Programming for Professionals and Program-Building  
GHOSH, Ipshita (Syracuse U) Entrepreneurial Karma: Relationships and Reward(s) in Startup Cultures  
STUDEBAKER, Jennifer (Ewing Marion Kauffman Fdn) One Foundation: Fostering CRM Engagement  
NEISS, Kassandra (Village Exchange Ctr) Applied Work as Equitable Work: Professional Development of an Applied Anthropologist beyond the Academy  
HAYASHI, Tom (Saybrook U), CHANCE, Gloria and TONDRE, Mercedes (OmniWorks) Leaders Rising Out of New Ventures: An Ethnographic Study of East Los Angeles Entrepreneurs of OmniWorks™  

(TH-09) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50  
Chapel  
Heritage and Change in Highland Guatemala: Reports from the 2019 CSUDH Ethnographic Field School (Tourism TIG)  

CHAIR: TAYLOR, Sarah R. (CSUDH)  
VILCHIS, Sahara (CSUDH) To Be a Kid in San Jorge, Guatemala  
AMAYA, Brenda (CSDH) Marketing Tintes Naturales in San Juan La Laguna  
PACE, Kyra (CSUDH) Gendered Labor: Ceramics Production in San Antonio Palopó  
FAVELA, Ashley (CSUDH) Household Consumption of Traje in Santiago Atitlan  
TAYLOR, Sarah R. (CSUDH) Marketing Maya Bees in San Juan la Laguna  

(TH-11) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50  
Franciscan  
Evaluating Responses to Natural Disasters in the Caribbean: Methods and Results (Risk & Disaster TIG)  

CHAIRS: SEARA, Tarsila (U New Haven), POLLNAC, Richard (URI)  
POLLNAC, Richard (URI) and SEARA, Tarsila (U New Haven) Anthropic Impacts of Hurricanes Irma and Maria on Fishing Communities in Puerto Rico  
SEARA, Tarsila (U New Haven), POLLNAC, Richard (URI), and JAKUBOWSKI, Karin (U New Haven) Impacts of Natural Disasters on Subjective Vulnerability to Climate Change: A Study of Puerto Rican Fishers’ Perceptions after Hurricanes Irma & Maria  
SHIVLANI, Manoj (Marine & Coastal Rsch Corp), AGAR, Juan (NOAA Fisheries), and MATOS-CARABALLO, Daniel (Puerto Rico DNER) Conducting a Field-Based Fishery Census in Puerto Rico Following Hurricane Maria: Results Concerning Impacts and Recovery  
RAMENZONI, Victoria (Rutgers U) Impacts of Hurricane Irma and Extreme Precipitation Events in a Small-scale Fishery in Yaguajay, Central Cuba  
(TH-12) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Fireplace
SDS Roundtable on Disability Anthropology as Activism and Academics (SDS)

CHAIR: WOIAK, Joanne (U Washington)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: WOIAK, Joanne (U Washington), KASNITZ, Devva (CUNY/SDS), STOLZ, Suzanne (U San Diego), ACEVEDO, Sara (SDS)

(TH-13) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Potters
Political Ecology, Intersectional Alliances, and Navigating the Just Transition, Part I (PESO)

CHAIRS: LITTLE, Peter C. (RIC), CAMPBELL, Jacob (Field Museum)
LITTLE, Peter C. (RIC) E-Waste Justice, Decolonization, and Just Transition Friction in Ghana
CAMPBELL, Jacob (Field Museum) Public Art, Novel Solidarities, and Stewardship Redefined in Chicago’s Natural Areas
SEIBERT, David (Borderlands Restoration Network) A Strategically Incomplete Approach to Creating Equitable Economies and Ecologies in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands
CARNEY, Megan and KRAUSE, Keegan (U Arizona) Reclaiming Community Food Systems in the Arizona-Sonora Borderlands

(TH-14) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Weavers
Transforming and Reshaping General Education in Higher Education, Part I (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: WIES, Jennifer R. (Ball State U), HALDANE, Hillary J. (Quinnipiac U)
ROTHSTEIN, Fran (Montclair State U) Gender in Rural Mexico
GINSBERG, Daniel (AAA) Living Anthropology through Critical Pedagogy
DELANY-BARMANN, Gloria and MCILVAINE-NEWSAD, Heather (WIU) Cultivating Change in the Curriculum through International Faculty Development
HENRIE, Kenneth and FATNASSI, Aziz (Champlain Coll) Multimodal Ethnography as Pedagogy: Developing Interculturality in General Education
HALDANE, Hillary (Quinnipiac U) Anthropology and General Education: Taking Seriously the Task of Educating an Undergraduate Student Body in Critical Human Diversities
IZQUIERDO BAYÀ, Marta (Independent) Exploring Two Referent Models of Inclusion and Its Social Repercussions in Catalonia

(TH-15) THURSDAY 8:00-9:50
Turquoise
COPAA Department Reflections on Applied Anthropology Training

CHAIR: FELDMAN, Lindsey (U Memphis)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: BRUNSON, Emily (TX State U), FELDMAN, Lindsey (U Memphis), FREIDUS, Andrea (Turner) (UNCC), HIMMELGREEN, David (USF), HYATT, Sue (IUPUI)

(TH-18) THURSDAY 8:00-10:50
Chaco Hotel – Gathering I
The Other Interview: Breaking into UX Research (Workshop, Fee $25)

ORGANIZER: BAYLOR, Elizabeth (Google)

THURSDAY 9:00-5:00
Atrium
Book Exhibit

(TH-31) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado A
Refugee and Immigrant Well-Being Project: A Community-University Partnership to Create Social Change
Robert A. and Beverly H. Hackenberg Lecture

CHAIR:

(TH-32) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado B
Complex Engagement: Challenging Citizenship in Natural Resource and Agricultural Management

CHAIRS: GREEN, Molly (UNCCH), HUANG, Sarah (Purdue U)
GREEN, Molly (UNCCH) Mobilizing “Climate Smart Agriculture” to Create Equitable Communities: The Case of Women Farmers in Cauca, Colombia
HUANG, Sarah (Purdue U) Surveilled Practice: Challenges in Applied Anthropology in Post-socialist Vietnam
KELLY, Kilian (Purdue U), DAVIDSON, Lindy (USF), and KEROLLE, Reginald (Kerolle Initiative for Community Hlth, Dominican Republic) Clean Water Access in Rural Dominican Communities: Health and Resilience
BECERRA, Jose (Purdue U) The Significance of Understanding Local Economic and Climatic Risk Perceptions in Small-Scale Coffee-Growing Communities

THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado C
Immigration TIG Business Meeting

(TH-34) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado D
Cultural Citizenship, Post-migration, and Trauma, Part II (CONAA)

CHAIR: MATTHEWS, Elise (U Regina)
DEMETRIOU, Nicole (VA) Navigating the VA While Living With HIV
MATTHEWS, Elise (U Regina), AL-JA’AFREH, Somaya (U Jordan), and GELECH, Jan (U Saskatchewan) Language, Translation and Representation: Critical Interpretation of Arabic Speaking Refugee Women’s Experiences Presented in English
LORUP, Carole and NORRIS, Susan (Immaculata U) Immigrant Women’s Experiences of Childbirth in Their Receiving Country: An Integrative Literature Review
GUTIERREZ SISNEROS, Ana X. (NNMC), FREEMAN, Linda (UNM), and PEIXINHO, Michelle (Rio Arriba County ReRouting/Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion & Recovery Corps Prog) Law Enforcement Assisted Diversion in a Complex Society: ReRouting Lives in Rio Arriba County, NM
MOHAMMED, Sarah (U Saskatchewan) Stories of Separation: A Socio-Narratological Literature Review of Immigrant Family Separation

(TH-35) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado E
Gender, Sexual, and Reproductive Health (SMA)

CHAIR: WHITE, Cassandra (GSU)
NOONAN, Emily, WEINGARTNER, Laura, and COMBS, Ryan (U Louisville) Perspectives of Transgender/Gender Minority Standardized Patients in Medical Education
RAGSDALE, Kathleen, READ-WAHIDI, Mary R., and JINKA, Malavika (MS State U SSRC), CRENSHAW, Hope, FRENCH, Whitney, COLEMAN, Monica, and WILLIAMS, Patrina (Teen Hlth Mississippi) Stuff You Need to Know. For Real!: Culturally Relevant Sexual and Reproductive Health Outreach for Teens in the Mississippi Delta
COLOM BICKFORD, Maria Marcela and MOORE, Jillian (UNM) Approaches to Contraception Counseling with Marginalized Populations
TORRES, Maria Idali (UMass), SMOLLIN, Leandra (SUNY Potsdam), SANCHEZ, Rocio (Tufts U), GRANBERRY, Phil (UMass), SANCHEZ, Ana (Maynooth U), BRAVO, Daniela and NEGRON, Rosalyn (UMass) Linguistic Maneuvers in Puerto Rican Maternal Communication about Sexual Health
WHITE, Cassandra (GSU) The Imposition of Popular Imaginaries of “When to Wean” on Breastfeeding Parents in the United States

(TH-36) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado F
ExtrACTION and Time, Part II: Narratives (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: WILLOW, Anna (OH State U)
SIMONELLI, Jeanne (Wottsmattuta U) From State’s Rights to No Rights: The Constitution Pipeline Odyssey
GLASER, Alana (St. John’s U) Time to Care: Caregivers’ Activism against Extractive Industries as Medically Timed Interventions
WALSH, Casey (UCSB) The Past and Future of California’s Sustainable Groundwater Management Act
SKRZYPEK, Emilia (U St Andrews) The Time of the Mine: Progress, Development, and Stakeholder Expectations at an Undeveloped Copper and Gold Project
ORTIZ, Gregorio, CRAWFORD, Brian, and JACKA, Jerry (UC Boulder) Slow Violence and Fast Capitalism in Colorado’s Mineral Belt
D’AMICO, Linda (Winona State U) Ecological Citizenship and Ecuadorian Cloud Forest Conservation in the Era of Extraction

(TH-37) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado G
Practicing Anthropology in Politically Polarized Times: Insights from COPAA Members

CHAIR: TRAPP, Micah (U Memphis)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: JACKSON, Antoinette (USF), KENT, Suzanne (CO State U), KLEIN, Charles (Portland State U), NUNEZ-JANES, Mariela (UNT), SCOTT, Mary Alice (NMSU)

(TH-38) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado H
Applying Anthropology to Vaccine Hesitancy: Current Themes, Policies, and Implications

CHAIR: KADONO, Mika (USF)
BRUNSON, Emily (TX State U) and SCHOCHE-Spana, Monica (JHU) Making Decisions for a Family Unit, Not Individuals: Parental Hesitancy and Decision-Making in Regards to the H1N1 and Seasonal Flu Vaccines
LE ROUX-KEMP, Andra (U Lincoln) Localised Legal Responses to Vaccine Hesitancy: A Contextual Overview
KADONO, Mika (USF) “Of course you have to question your doctors”: Risk, (dis)trust, and Neoliberal Mothering among Vaccine Hesitant Parents

(TH-39) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Chapel
Locating Individuals in the Space of Culture (SAS)

CHAIR: DRESSLER, William (U Alabama)
HENDERSON, Nicole (U Alabama) Configurations of a Cultural Model of Substance Use in Young Adults and Patients in Treatment in Brazil
ARNOLD, Randy (U Alabama) Cultural Consonance in Narrative: An Example in the Transition to Retirement
DENGHA, Francisco and FALCÃO, Ana (USU) Doing Gender in Brazil: A Nested Approach to Cultural Models of Gender Roles
COPELAND, Toni (U Alabama) Knowledge, Behavior, and Health in the Space of Culture among HIV-Positive Women in Kenya
DRESSLER, William (U Alabama) Cultural Distance and Depressive Symptoms in Urban Brazil

(TH-42) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Fireplace
Accommodating Research on Communication Disability (SDS)

CHAIRS: KASNITZ, Devva (CUNY/SDS), WANGEMAN, Matthew (NAU)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: ACEVEDO, Sara (SDS), STOLZ, Suzanne (U San Diego), NAKAMURA, Karen (Yale U)

(TH-43) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Potters
Political Ecology, Intersectional Alliances, and Navigating the Just Transition, Part II (PESO)
(TH-44) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Weavers
Transforming and Reshaping General Education in Higher Education, Part II (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: WIES, Jennifer R. (Ball State U), HALDANE, Hillary J. (Quinnipiac U)
HOUGH, Carrie and KAUL, Adam (Augustana Coll) A Future Doctor, Banker, and Lawyer Walk into an Anthropology Class: Anthropology, General Education, and the (Neo)Liberal Arts
SCOTT, Jason (U Colorado) Getting to Foucault: Anthropological Goals for Teaching Online Courses for Incarcerated Students
BESKE, Melissa (Palmer Trinity Sch) Laying the Groundwork for General Education: Insights from a Private Secondary School
TORRES, M. Gabriela, FLYNN, Lindsay, and MCCORMACK, Karen (Wheaton Coll) The Role of Social Sciences in Inclusion Driven Curricular Change in General Education
WIES, Jennifer R. (Ball State U) Anthropological Approaches to General Education Assessment: Lessons from Community-Centered and Participatory Practices
LOKER, William and WOLF, Thia (CSU Chico) Applying Anthropology in the Classroom: Communities of Practice and Activity-Based Learning in a Freshman GE Course.

(TH-45) THURSDAY 10:00-11:50
Turquoise
Exploring Best Practices in Urban Interdisciplinary Research

CHAIRS: LINN, Colleen, O’LEARY, Brendan, and AKEMANN, Camille (Wayne State U)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: LINN, Colleen, O’LEARY, Brendan, AKEMANN, Camille, and DOUGLASS, Megan (Wayne State U)

(TH-48) THURSDAY 11:00-1:50
Chaco Hotel – Gathering I
Society for Medical Anthropology Professionalization Seminar (SMA Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZER: WOLF-MEYER, Matthew (Binghamton U)

(TH-65) THURSDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado E
SfAA Business Meeting

President Sherylyn Briller will preside at the Annual Business Meeting of the Society. The agenda for the meeting includes several important items. All members are urged to attend – let your opinion be heard!

(TH-91) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado A
Farming and Human Values: Products and Producers (C&A)

CHAIR: ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG)
WHITAKER, Sarah (Emory U) When the Blonde Goat of the Adamello Comes Home: Mountain Products, Economic Viability, and Identity in the Italian Alps
MATTELIANO, Melanie (U Colorado) Destination Delicious: Land-based Education and Experiential Learning
ANDREATTA, Susan (UNCG) For the Next Generation Is Farming a Life Style Or Something Else?
FLEISCHER, David Ivan (Inter-American Fdn) The Use of Participatory Certification Systems as a Tool for Promoting Local Production Local Consumer Markets

(TH-93) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado C
Unexpected Turns: Alternative Conceptions of Citizenship in (Trans)National Contexts

CHAIR: FILE-MURIEL, Maria del Pilar (UNM)
FILE-MURIEL, Maria del Pilar (UNM) Territorialization of Indigenous Citizenship in Cauca, Colombia
GLINSKI, Olga (UNM) Toronto’s Ukrainians: Multiculturalism and Onomastic Policing of Cultural Citizenship
THEODOROPOULOS, Anastasia (UNM) Tradition Is a “Straight Line”: Connecting to an Imagined Orthodox Christian Citizenship in Brazil’s Middle Class
LEITER, Sarah (UNM) “We Converted 500 Years Ago”: Religious-Biological Claims to Spanish Citizenship
RHODES, Catherine (UNM) “We Are Not Maya”: Articulating Modernity in Mexico

DISCUSSANT: FIELD, Les (UNM)

(TH-94) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado D
SAS Student Panel (SAS)

CHAIR: SAAD, Summar (Wayne State U)
CARSON, Sarah (U Penn) Republican Feminists?: Discourse Analysis at the Intersection of Women’s Leadership and Political Orientation
THOMAS, Michael (Wayne State U) What’s the Point of a Point of View?: Decision Making and Developing Metrics in Human-Centered Design
HERNANDEZ, Rodrigo and MCCURDY, Sheryl (UT SPH Houston), JONES, Eric (UT SPH El Paso) Becoming Dispossessed: Structure and Meaning in Experiences of Material Loss During Hurricane Harvey
SAAD, Summar (Wayne State U) “Brain death is death”: Navigating Brain Death’s ‘Fuzzy’ Boundaries in Clinical Practice

(TH-95) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado E
From Passivity to Panic: Responding to Climate Change in the United States (Risk & Disater TIG)

CHAIR: CASAGRANDE, David (Lehigh U)
MEGEE, Sarah (Washington Coll) Ethnoecological Models of Climate Change on the Eastern Shore of Maryland
SIMMS, Jessica (State of LA) Isle de Jean Charles: Community-Scale Climate Migration
RUGG, Emily (Washington Coll) Reframing Climate Narratives in a Culture of Hyper-Capitalism
GONZÁLEZ, Melinda (LSU) Trans, Brown, & Hyper-Marginalized after Hurricane Maria: Anthropological Interventions & Policy Recommendations
LAMPMAN, Aaron (Washington Coll) and CASAGRANDE, David (Lehigh U) Social and Cultural Barriers to Climate-Induced Relocation on the Chesapeake

DISCUSSANT: CASAGRANDE, David (Lehigh U)

(TH-96) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado F
More-Than-Human Approaches to Environmental Learning, Part I: More-Than-Human Approaches to Risk (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: BARGIELSKI, Richard (USF)
BARGIELSKI, Richard (USF) Participatory Community Art as Engaged Chemo-Ethnography
ARCENO, Mark Anthony (OH State U) Conducting Multisensory and Multispecies Research in Alsace: Experiences from the Perspective of a Humanities and Social Sciences “Make Our Planet Great Again” Chateaubriand Fellow
MATTES, Seven (MI State U) A More-Than-Human Approach to Disaster
GRAY, Deven (USF) “That stuff gives you cancer, right? “: Conflicting Perceptions of Fumigation and Mosquitoes During an Active Dengue Epidemic

THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado G
COPAA Business Meeting

(TH-98) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado H
Student Research Experiences: Gender and Sexuality on the Border (GBV TIG)

CHAIRS: WARLING, Adren and NÚÑEZ-MCHIRI, Guillermina (UTEP)
WARLING, Adren (UTEP) Navigating Domestic Violence from LGBTQIA+ Perspectives
MENA, Annel (UTEP) I Am Not Alone: Addressing Gender-Based Violence through Theater
CORRAL, Karla (UTEP) Navigating the System: Border Experiences of Domestic Violence
HERNANDEZ, Genesis (UTEP) Get Over It: The Psychological Strain and Long-Term Effects behind Sexual Violence
VALENZUELA, Sofia (UTEP) Student Research in Sexual Health on the University of Texas at El Paso
DE ANDA, Victoria (UTEP) Narratives on Mental Health and the Emotional Experiences of Pregnancy among Immigrant Women in El Paso

(TH-100) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Tablao
P.K. New Award Presentation / Wine & Cheese Social

MODERATOR: HESSLER, Richard (U Missouri Emeritus)
TRANG, Kathy (Emory U) Cultural Shaping of Associations between Trauma Characteristics, Peritraumatic Emotions, and PTSD among Men Who Have Sex With Men in Hanoi, Vietnam
MCEVERS, Aberdeen (Macalester Coll) Building Our Shelter with the Master’s Tools: The Good Mother Model at a Homeless Shelter for Women-Led Families
MARCUS, Olivia (U Conn) Globalizing Traditions: Ayahuasca Shamanism and the Ethics of Therapeutic Integration in the Peruvian Amazon
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: FENG, Xianghong (E Michigan U), LITTLE, Peter C. (RIC), ROMERO-DAZA, Nancy (USF), WIES, Jennifer R. (Ball State U)

(TH-102) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Fireplace
Audio Description: A Roundtable at the Intersection of Visual Anthropology and Disability Studies (SDS)

CHAIRS: GERBER, Elaine (Montclair State U), RUTHERFORD, Danilyn (Wenner Gren)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: RUTHERFORD, Danilyn (Wenner Gren), NAKAMURA, Karen (Yale U), GERBER, Elaine (Montclair State U), KLEEGE, Georgina (UC-Berkeley), DAVENPORT, Reid (Through My Lens), BALASUBRAMANIAN, Harshadha (U Coll-London)

(TH-103) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Potters
Landscapes of Transformation, Cultures of Belonging: Political Ecologies of Infrastructure, Extraction, and Climate Change (PESO)

CHAIR: PLESHEET, Noah (U Arizona)
PLESHEET, Noah (U Arizona) and JONES, Charmaine (Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara) Ancient Alignments, New Roads: Corridors of Infrastructure and Cultures of Landscape in Central Australia
GREENBERG, James and PARK, Thomas K. (U Arizona) The Political Ecology of Climate Change in an Age of Denial
BRIDGEMAN, Lauren (U Arizona) Snake Butte: Exploring the Vulnerabilities and Components of Traditional Cultural Properties
AMPADU, Felix (U Arizona) Material Attachments: Inequality and Other Explanations for Extractive Resource Conflicts
SAUER, Christopher (U Arizona) Cultural Landscapes and the Tumamoc Hill Road Re-Pavement Project: Illustrating Connection to Place in Tucson Arizona

(TH-104) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Weavers
Educating for Responsible Citizenship (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: FULTON, Kara (UNT)
SCHEINFELD, Daniel (Erikson Inst-Chicago, Retired) On Educating Children and Adolescents to Respond Proactively and Creatively to the Causes and Consequences of Climate Change
BALASUNDARAM, Sasikumar and COPPERSMITH, Eryn (SIUE) Bridging the Divide: Teaching Diversity and Cultural Citizenship through Field School
COLLUM, Kourtney (COA) From Consumers to Citizens: Teaching the Anthropology of Food in the Age of Neoliberalism
SANTOS, Jose (Metro State U) Anxiety and Learning: Cultural Polarization in Social Science Courses
FULTON, Kara (UNT) Cultivating Responsible Citizenship through Service-Learning in a Nontraditional Degree Program

(TH-105) THURSDAY 1:30-3:20
Turquoise
Teaching and Learning: Pedagogical Techniques in the Social Sciences (Higher Ed TIG)

CHROSTOWSKY, MaryBeth (GGC)
FERNANDEZ REPETTO, Francisco (UADY) and ARIZAGA, Diana (IFSA-Mexico) Confronting Cultural Diversity While Studying Abroad in Merida, Mexico
LOTT, Jessica (NKU) and SULLIVAN, Jennifer (SMU) Wikipedia and Digital Literacy: A Collaborative Approach to Building Cultural Humility
CHROSTOWSKY, MaryBeth (GGC) The Effects of Class Seating Configuration on Discussion: How This Anthropologist Was Not Prepared for Research in the Classroom
VALLES, Edgar (UW-Madison) and ROMERO, Roger (LNESC Dallas) “You Need to Intellectualize Everything!”: Thinking beyond the School-day Using a Socially Responsive Curriculum in Community Spaces

(TH-108) THURSDAY 2:00-5:00
Chaco Hotel – Gathering I (Workshop, Fee $20)
Interactive Workshop on Public Participation Mapping

ORGANIZERS: MCLAIN, Rebecca and BANIS, David (Portland State U), STANTON, Katie (OR State U), CERVENY, Lee (USFS PNWRS)

(TH-121) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado A
Culinary Culture and Food Justice

CHAIR: ROMERO-DAZA, Nancy (USF)
JORDAN, Lucor (U Denver) Sharing through Sharing: Diffusion of Food Practice within a Social Justice Organization
ROMERO-DAZA, Nancy, DIAZ-SERRANO, Karen, LUCAS, William, MANZI, Michael, and HIMMELGREEN, David (USF) “I Don’t Come across Kindness Often”: Minimizing the Stigma of Food Insecurity through New Models of Service Provision
SEARLES, Edmund (Bucknell U) One Group Meal at a Time: Cultural vs Individualized Citizenship in Nunavut
SERRATO, Claudia (U Washington) A Taste of Decoloniality and Ancestral Memory: Indigenous Culinary Culture, Epistemology, and Foodways in Turtle Island’s Food Sovereignty and Culinary Movement
RAMIREZ, Belinda and GARTH, Hanna (USCD) Struggling in the Movement: The Challenges of Food Justice Organizing in Neoliberal Contexts

(TH-122) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado D
Theorizing the Complexities of Black Communities: Race, Culture and Citizenship

CHAIR: RODRIGUEZ, Cheryl (USF)
RODRIGUEZ, Cheryl (USF) Walking on Zion: The Silences and Erasures of African American Life in Florida
PHILLIPS, Evelyn (CCSU) African Americans in St. Petersburg, Florida: Displaced in Plain Sight
KLUGH, Elgin (Coppin State U) Placemaking and the Politics of Memory at Baltimore’s Historic Laurel Cemetery
WINN, Alisha (Consider the Culture/Palm Beach Atlantic U) Owning the Narrative, Owning the Neighborhood: Working in a Revitalized-Destined African American Community
WATKINS, Rachel (American U) Community Voice and Democratized Interpretation of Historic Sites
DISCUSSANT: JACKSON, Antoinette (USF)

(TH-123) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado C
Realizing Global Citizenship: Interactions of Ethnicities, Citizenship, and Cultural Identities in Diverse Societies, a COPAA Student Session (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: JINKA RAMAMURTHY, Malavika (MS State U)
MELLIN, Sarah (Davidson Coll) Beneath the Bricks: Reckoning with Legacies of Colonialism, Slavery, and White Supremacy at Davidson College

RODRIGUEZ, Cynthia (Davidson Coll) Gentrification and School Community in Pilsen, Chicago: Understanding the Role of Collective Memory in Displacement

MUNKRES MCDONALD, Anthony and FARNSWORTH, Katelyn (NAU) Rediscovery of Identity in a Latino Society: Community Engagement with Rapanui Youth

ZAROFF, Zoe (GVSU) and PENADOS, Filiberto (U Toronto) Growing Heritage: The Home Gardens of San Jose Succotz

GILLIAM, Ashley (Brandeis U) When Lack of Knowledge Seems Useful: Perceptions of Muslims in the US and the UK

(TH-124) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado D
Negotiating Culture in the Rural Opioid Crisis

CHAIR: MERKEL, Richard (UVA)

ARAUJO HERRERA, Mariana N. and ALBERO, Kimberly (UVA) Biomedicine and the Local Cultural Contexts of Central Appalachia

SNELL-ROOD, Claire (UC Berkeley) Negotiating and Resisting Biomedical Efforts to De-Stigmatize Addiction

SZOTT, Kelly (S Oregon U) Perspectives on the Moral Qualities of Methadone and Buprenorphine in the Rural Midwest

DISCUSSANT: MERKEL, Richard (UVA)

(TH-125) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado E
Michael Kearney Memorial Lecture

MODERATOR: NAGENGAST, Carole (UNM)

KEYNOTE SPEAKER: BESSERER, Federico (U Autónoma Metropolitana, Mexico City) Transnational Citizenship: Challenges in an Era of Renewed Nationalisms

COMMENTATORS: HORTON, Sarah (UC Denver), BIBLER COUTIN, Susan (UCI)

(TH-126) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado F
More-Than-Human Approaches to Environmental Learning, Part II: Imagining More-Than-Human Futures (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: BARGIELSKI, Richard (USF)

LOWDEN, Sara (U Maine) Agave, Bats and the Borderlands: Representation and Multispecies Imaginaries in Arizona, United States and Sonora, Mexico

HOYT, Kaleigh (USF) Bird Brains & Big Ideas

VANWINKLE, Tony (Sterling Coll) Eulogium for the Ash Tree: Extinction and the Ethics of Uncertainty in Multi-species Interventions

DISCUSSANT: NADING, Alex (Brown U)

(TH-127) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado G
Assessing Technology Use in Personal and Professional Environments (Business TIG)

CHAIR: DELCORE, Henry (CSU Fresno)

DELCORE, Henry and RICKMAN, Aimee (CSU Fresno) Shame and Self-Regulation in Young Peoples’ Perceptions of Inappropriate Cellphone Use

BAILEY, Melanie (SISU) Facing an Automated Future: How Small U.S. Bookkeepers Are Adapting to Changing Accounting Technology

MAZUR-STOMMEN, Susan (Indicia Consulting) Characterizing Household Engagement with Personal Technology Using Ethnographic Decision Tree Models

LARKIN, Lance (Construction Engineering Rsch Lab) “That machine won’t hit me”: Measuring Social Links between Autonomous Vehicles and Humans on Military Bases

THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado H
Human Rights & Social Justice Committee Meeting
(TH-129) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Chapel
Topics in Anthropological Science I: Cultural Models and Kinship (SAS)

CHAIR: DE MUNCK, Victor (Vilnius U)
DE MUNCK, Victor (Vilnius U) Do Cultural Models Exist in the Mind Or Only in Publications?
KRONENFELD, David (UCR) Implications of Gould’s Kterminology Analysis System

THURSDAY 3:30-5:20
Tablao
Business TIG Meeting

(TH-131) THURSDAY 3:30-5:30
Franciscan
Posters

ADAMS, Tanisha (WVU) Undergraduate Anthropology as White Academic Space?: Perceptions and Experiences of Minority Anthropology Students at West Virginia University

AMMONS, Samantha (UN-Omaha) Oh, the Stories We Share!: What Can the Little Free Library Database Tell Us about the Limits of Neighborhood Engagement in Omaha, NE?

BARONE, T. Lynne (U Nebraska), HAY, William H. (U Nebraska Med Ctr), AMMONS, Samantha K. (UN-Omaha), MCGUIRE, Joseph (U Alabama), HUGHES, Craig G., HUYNH, Bao Tram Ngoc, BROWN, Angela. ALEXANDER, Alana. THOMPSON, Breanna, GRAY, Eylyssa, POWELL, Mary Ann, and IRWIN, Jay (UN-Omaha) Inside Out: Space and Hierarchy in an Interprofessional Student-Run Free Clinic

BEHLING, Emma (NAU) GIS Analysis of Ancestral Puebloan Agricultural Strategies and Landscape Use on Black Mesa

BERNARD, Miranda and GERBER, Leah (ASU) Community Engagement for Impactful Conservation in Caribbean Marine Protected Areas

BONAGURIO, Christine (TX State U) Experiencing Meals on Wheels Meal Delivery Program

BOSTICK, Gaia (U Puget Sound) An Ethnographic Assessment of Restoration Efforts on the Great Barrier Reef

BROPHY, Kendall, WIES, Jennifer, PLACE, Jean Marie, and PLACEK, Caitlyn (Ball State U) Perinatal Opioid Users’ Perceptions of Healthcare Providers and Their Influence on Treatment


*BUERMANN, Claudia (Whitman Coll) Mountaineering on Sacred Spaces in the Pacific Northwest: Finding Mutual Meaning, Use, and Value

BYTH, Janice. GOEBEL, James. HAWVERMALE, Erica. GIAMARQO, Gi. SCOTT, Lauren. ALVARADO, Angela, and HENRY, Doug (UNT) Pick Two- School, Work, Social Life, Sleep: An Exploration of Undergraduates’ Sleeping Habits

CAPEL, Tara. REMIS, Melissa, and LINDSHEAD, Stacy (Purdue U) Ethnoprimitatology: Preliminary Results of an Applied Approach to Highway Construction in Costa Rica

CARRILLO, Mari and ALLISON, Kerensa (Lewis-Clark State Coll) Medical Pluralism: Shifts in Traditional Knowledge and Practice among Sobadores

CHOWDHURY, Nusaba (SMU) Idioms of Distress among Muslim Refugees: An Ethnographically-Informed Literature Review

COHN, Maxx (U Puget Sound) Masculinity through a Lens of Indoor Recreational Rock Climbing

COLEMAN, Julianna (Harvard Med Sch), KANE, Fatimata Abdoul (Cheikh Anta Diop U), and CHARY, Anita (MGH & BWH Depts of Emergency Med) Challenges in Care for Children with Intellectual Disabilities in Dakar, Senegal: An Ethnographic Study

COLLIVER, Amelia (U Puget Sound) Productivity, Competition, and Empowerment?: The Experience of Pondicherry Fishermen in the Context of Neoliberal Development

CONNELLY, Alicia and MURPHY, Arthur (UNCG). JONES, Eric C. (UTH TMC) Social Media and Political Mobilization: The ABC Day Care Fire in Hermosillo, Mexico

COUGHLAN, Michael (U Oregon), ABRAMS, Jesse (UGA), CRANDEL, Mindy (OR State U), and GAYNER, Nicole (U Maine) Youth Aspirations amid Economic and Demographic Transition in Coos County, Oregon

CROWLEY, Sydney (TTU) Singing Discrimination: The Hidden Reality of Gender Inequality in Capoeira Songs

DAWSON, Kayla, O’BRIEN, Daniel, and COLLINGS, Margaret (IUP) Local Business Perceptions on Sustainability and Plastic Waste

DUNCAN, Carly and MORRISON, Penelope (Penn State U) Male Intimate Partner Violence Perpetrator’s Perspectives on Their Mental Health, Help Seeking, and IPV
FILIPPONE, Rachel, ASHOK KUMAR, Rinku, HERRERA, Victor, and FOSBinder, Emma (U Arizona) Exploring Transitions to Adulthood for Young Adults with Disabilities

FOLDVARY, Alexis (U Puget Sound) Imagined Chinatowns: Western Versus Asian Perceptions and Experiences of Chinatown

FOY, Abby (U Puget Sound) The English Language in the Gambia: The Intersection between Identity and Economic Opportunities

*GEBBIA, Erica (Bloomburg U) Conceptualizing Space and Place: Ethnographic Accounts of a Cross-Country Cycling Voyage

GILBERT, Tara (Baylor U) Cultivating Climate Adaptation: Factors Influencing Responses of Texas Farmers to Climate Change

GILLIAM, Maya (U Puget Sound) Resurgence and Revitalization: Indigenous Food Sovereignty Initiatives in the Puget Sound Region

*GRONDA, Faith (CSBSIU) Revitalizing Native Seeds: Dream of Wild Health’s Mission to Reconnect Native Youth to Cultural Traditions through Agriculture

GUINAN, Irazu, MCQUEEN, Jenna, HENDERSON, Rebecca, SZUREK, Sarah, and GRAVLEE, Lance (UFL) The Concept of Fatalism in Cancer Literature

GUSTKE, Abigail (U Puget Sound) Forming Community and Identity through Gastronomy: Exploring the Social Meanings Associated with the Production and Consumption of Street Food in America

GUTKIN, Alana (U Puget Sound) Ethnographic Assessment of Elderly Immigrants’ Experiences

HAM, Jessica and GIBSON, Alaina (Emory U) From a Sickness of the Head to a Sickness of the Heart?: Exploring the Nexus of Perceived and Biological Stress in Rural Ghana

HENSLEY, Samantha (WU) Cultural Perceptions of Child and Adolescent Farm Labor: An Appalachian Case-Study

HORTON, Emily Y. (UGA) and FORTES CARVALHO-NETA, Raimunda Nonata (U Estadual do Maranháo) Scalar Challenges and Valuing Localized Knowledge in Co-management of Fisheries in a Brazilian Marine Extractive Reserve

HUFF, Ashley (Bloomburg U) Why Anthropology?

JORDAN, Mandy (UNT) Community Engagement Post-Santa Fe High School Shooting: A Look at the Community’s Alternative Therapy Needs

KANUGULA, Samanvi, YEEM, Julia, MBULLO, Patrick, SINGH, Revika, and YOUNG, Sera (Northwestern U Young Rsch Group) Household Water Insecurity Diminishes Social Capital Gain among Women in Western Kenya

KELLER, Jessica (UNT) Applying Anthropology to Reduce Disparities and Improve Outcomes in LGBTQIA+ Healthcare

KHAN, Hamda (STJCRH Memphis) Effects of Memphis’ Food Deserts on Healthcare Outcomes for Sickle Cell Patients

KOCHELKO, Melissa (U Denver) Drawing Identities: Storytelling in Indigenous Comic Books

KOSNIK, Emily (GVSU) Raciolinguistic Ideologies of Language Education Practices in Grand Rapids, Michigan

*KRAUSE, Keegan (U Arizona) Stigma in Paradise: Experiences of Young Haitian Men with Im/migration, Occupational Health, and Global Tourism in the Dominican Republic

LEMIEUX, Evangeline and MORRISON, Lynn (UH-Hilo) Citizenship of a Skull: Tracing the Journeys of Skeletal Material

LOPEZ, Andrea and BURKE, Nancy (UC Merced) Raising Latino Children in Rural California in an Era of Anti-immigrant Federal Policies

MARTINEZ TYSON, Dinorah, SOMMARIVA, Silvia, DAO, Lillie, and FROSS, Marshara (USF), SANDBERG, Joanne (Wake Health) Men at Work: Delineating Men’s Decisions About Work After a Cancer Diagnosis

MCHENRY, Taylor and MORRISON, Penelope (PSU-NK) Alcohol Use in IPV Perpetrators

MCINTOSH, Alena (U Puget Sound) An Anthropological Examination of the “Deep State” in Modern America

*MERTUS, Benjamin (OH State U) The Potential for Ecocultural Preservation through Ecotourist Interfaces in Manawan, Quebec

MORENO, Ashley (Bloomburg U) Rwandan and Tanzanian Nurses and Midwives in Situations of Scarcity and Shortage

NANDI, Meghna (Wuqu’ Kawq, Maya Hlth Alliance, Warren Alpert Med Sch), KURSCHNER, Sophie (Wuqu’ Kawq, Maya Hlth Alliance), WILCOX, Katie (Wuqu’ Kawq, Maya Hlth Alliance, Weill Cornell Med), MUX, Magda SOTZ, (Wuqu’ Kawq, Maya Hlth Alliance), FLOOD, David (Wuqu’ Kawq, Maya Hlth Alliance, U Michigan), BARIOYA, Joaquín (UNICAR), MENDOZA, Carlos (INCAP), ROHLOFF, Peter (Wuqu’ Kawq, Maya Hlth Alliance, Harvard Med Sch, Brigham & Women’s Hosp), and CHARY, Anita (Wuqu’ Kawq, Maya Hlth Alliance, Brigham & Women’s Hosp) Perceptions of Chronic Kidney Disease in an Indigenous Rural Population in Guatemala

O’CONNELL, Caela (UNCC) and BROWNE, Katherine (CO State U) “Where Vulnerability Meets Self-Preservation”: Finding the Energy of Underlying Vulnerability After Disaster

O’CONNELL, Ryan (UC-Denver) Parents With Adolescents Who Are Transgender: Reflections on Lived Experience

ORZOLEK, Julia (Bloomburg U) The Impact of the “Jaws Effect”: Education, and Experience on Shark Conservation

OSBORN, Alan (UN-Omaha) Droughts, Rodents, and Weevils: Ecological Basis for Ritual Burning

OSMAN, Gail (Ben-Gurion U) Claiming Citizenship Rights: The Meaning of Activism among Naqab Bedouin Women CSO-Leaders in Israel

PATTERSON, Kayla (CSULB) Adaptive Strategies to Chronic Illness for Latinx Patients in Southern California

PENNEY, Lauren (STVHCS, UTHSCSA), HOMOYA, Barbara J., DAMUSH, Teresa M., RATTRAY, Nicholas A., MIECH, Edward J., MYERS, Laura J., BAIRD, Sean, CHEATHAM, Ariel, and BRAVATA, Dawn M. (VA) “We’re all in the same boat”: Fostering Community of Practice to Encourage Evidence-based Change in Healthcare

PREDDY, Miranda and MURPHY, Arthur (UNC-G) Remodeling Pathways of Community Nutrition and Wellbeing: A Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Education Program (SNAP-Ed) Partnership with Collaborative Cottage Grove

RADCLIFFE, Olivia (U Alabama) The Ones Left Behind: Social Determinants of Health in an Aging Population in the Peruvian Highlands

RADWAN, Chad (VA) Endogamous Marriage among the Druzes: Creating Burdens, Bonds, and Obligations

RAHME, Madeline (U Denver) More than Music: The Lived Experiences of Communities Developed through Music Festivals

RAMSEY, Alec (Baylor U) Digital Landscapes: Comparative Analysis on Social Media Interaction with Climate Activism

RANDIMBIARIMANA, Clara (U Arizona) Language Ideologies in Post-colonial Madagascar

RATTRAY, Nick (VA/IUPUI), NATIVIDAD, Diana (VA), and MIECH, Edward (VA/IUPUI) The Importance of Finding Purpose: A Configurational Approach to Understanding Veteran Community Reintegration

RAY, Ian (U Denver, Aurora CC, Red Rocks CC), DONAHUE, John (Hartford CC), ZOVAR, Jennifer (Whatcom CC), and SCARBOROUGH, Isabel (Parkland Coll, U IL Urbana-Champaign) Developing an OER for Introductory Archaeology Courses

RIBEIRO PORTO ARAUJO, Mariana and FARIAS, Carmen Roselaine de Oliveira (OR State U) Redefine the Place of Local Knowledge in Science Education

ROBBERS, Lauren and ROBBINS, Taylor (Purdue U) Learning Client Centered Work Skills through the Space for Practice: A Library Renovation Project

RODDEN, Emily (W Chester U) Humanitarian Aid on the US/Mexico Border

SAKLEH, Andrea (MS State U) Perspectives on Shame among Palestinian Women

SANCHEZ CASTILLO, Mariana (U Puget Sound) Weaving Sustainability and Carving Identity: An Exploration of Artisan Livelihood in Oaxaca, Mexico

SCHALGE, Susan and ANTON, Alexander (MNSU-Mankato) “Are you first-gen? So am I”

SCHWEDE, Laurie (Independent), JENSEN, Eric (US Census Bureau), and GRIFFIN, Deborah (Independent) Statistician Measuring Linkages among Complex Households, Race/Ethnicity, and the Undercount of Young Children in U.S. Decennial Censuses

SELMO, Caïying (CSBSJU) Religious Inclusivity at a Catholic Institution

*SHENKMAN, Julia (Northwestern U) Redefining the Borders of Medical Tourism: Navigating Healthcare in an Evolving Local Knowledge System

SMITH, Chad (UTK) Stigma Surrounding HIV/AIDS in the Appalachian South

STEPHENSON, Moriah Bailey (U Arizona), DOSS, Jennie Lee and HOFSTADTER, Sarah (BARA) Where Are All the Workers?: A Look at the Complexity of Reaching Offshore Oil and Gas Workers in Coastal Louisiana

THOMAS, Corinne (Bloomburg U) The Psychosocial Effects of Chronic Stress on Federal Correctional Officers

THOMPSON-CAMPITOR, Carly (NAU) Liminality and Societal Reintegration: How a Suspended State of Being Influences the Path Back to Society After Living with Illness

TOME, Lilibeth (CSULB) Growing Food in an Urban Area: Comparative Analysis of Food Deserts

TOOHER, Erin (UNM), COMARDELLE, Chantel (Isle de Jean Charles Biloxi-Chitimacha-Chocotaw Tribe), and LESEN, Amy (Tulane U) Isle de Jean Charles Tribal Resettlement: A Tribal Cultural Heritage Protection Plan, Collaborative Research Funding, and the State of Louisiana

TOVAR, Antonio (Farmworker Assoc FL), MAC, Valerie (Emory U), ECONOMOS, Jeannie (Farmworker Assoc FL), FLOCKS, Joan (UFL), and MCCAULEY, Linda (Emory U) Rest Or Water: Risks of Farmworkers’ Kidneys

TURNER SAGE, Livia (U Puget Sound) The Historical Footprint of the Music Venue

WARNER, Faith (Bloomburg U) Intergenerational and International Trauma in Guatemalan Refugee Populations

WECHTER, Alex (CSULB) Homeless to a Degree: An Ethnographic Study of Student Homelessness at a California State University Campus

WESTBROOK, Marisa (UC Denver) Navigating the Risk of Exclusionary Displacement: A Provisional Conceptual Framework of the Drivers of Gentrification

WILLIAMSON, Kenneth and SHEEHAN, Megan (CSBSJU) Food Insecurity on University Campuses: How to Best Address the Problem

WINIECKI, Donald, KAPPELMAN, Katherine, and HAY, Bryant (Boise State U) Inductive Qualitative Social Science Research as a Necessary Element of Data Science

WINSTEAD, Candace, LEACHMAN, Nicolas, JOHNSON, Amelia, and MILLER, Macie (Cal Poly U), WINSTEAD, Teresa (Saint Martin’s U) Harm Reduction Services Outreach: Expanding Access and Amplifying Participant Voice

*ZAGATA, Alison (Whitman Coll) Vines, Wines, and Wellness: Examining Cultural Perspectives on Healthcare through the Lens of the Walla Walla Wine Industry

ZRILE, Helena (Saint Vincent Coll) Food Insecurity on a College Campus

* Tourism Posters
(TH-132) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20

Fireplace
Navigating Conflicting Demands and Contested Citizenship in Higher Education throughout the Life Course and across the Disability Spectrum (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: KABEL, Allison (Towson U), PAUL-WARD, Amy (FIU)
ORBANN, Carolyn (U Missouri) Extending Accessibility Standards beyond the Classroom: Experiences in Faculty-led International Experiential Learning
KABEL, Allison (Towson U) Selective Disclosure Conundrum: Supporting Students with Hidden Challenges
PAUL-WARD, Amy (FIU) Let Us Be Free Birds: Promoting Independence among Youth with Intellectual Disabilities (ID) in Post-Secondary Education (PSE) Programs
DISCUSSANT: SAKELLARIOU, Dikaios (Cardiff U)

(TH-134) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20

Weavers
Anthropology in and of Curriculum and Assessment Practice (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: HERCKIS, Lauren (CMU)
ALVEY, Jennifer (UM-Flint) Leading Without Authority: Advancing Reflective Practice and Reforming General Education from the Bottom-Up
KURLANSKA, Courtney (Worcester Polytechnic Inst) Culture across the Curriculum
CASPER, Breanne, PAJUNEN, Matthew, DAVIS-SALAZAR, Karla, and REYES, Lucio (USF) Audit, Accountability and Ethnography: A Study of Impacts of Metric-Based Performance Measures
OGILVIE, Kristen (U Alaska) Applying Program Evaluation Principles: Engaged Scholarship in Curriculum Design and Academic Assessment
HERCKIS, Lauren (CMU) The Good Professor: Conflict between Policies, Norms, and Evidence-Based Practices in Higher Education

(TH-135) THURSDAY 3:30-5:20

Turquoise
Heritage and Museums

CHAIR: JOLIE, Edward A. (Mercyhurst U)
JOLIE, Edward A. and MARJENIN, Anne E. (Mercyhurst U), TOOTH, Jay (Seneca Nation of Indians), MALISCHKE, LisaMarie and OWOC, Mary Ann (Mercyhurst U) Tribally Driven Archaeology and Heritage Preservation Initiatives at Custaloga Town (36Me57), Pennsylvania, an 18th Century Seneca-Delaware Village
JUAREZ, Ana (TX State U) and GALLLARDO, Susana (SJSU) Deracializing Archives and Rewriting Public History: The Erasing of Mexican American Lives and Deaths in 20th Century Central Texas
WUNROW, Christine (U Memphis) Birthing a New Museum: The Pink Palace Museum’s Collaborative Journey to Share Power and Cultivate Inclusivity
TURNER, Christopher Lindsay (Smithsonian, Nat’l Museum of the American Indian) ‘Stepping Carefully into the Murk’: Negotiating Politics and Interpretation of Environmental Justice at the National Museum of the American Indian

(TH-152) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20

Alvarado B
Immigration, Homelessness & Systemic Injustices

CHAIR: MARIL, Lee (ECU)
CHOWBAY, Ora (Fielding Grad U) Neoliberalism and Mass Incarceration
GORDON, Theodor and WINTERS, Claire (CSBSJU) Redressing a Hidden History of Injustice: Native American Boarding School Research in Campus Archives
MARIL, Lee (ECU) and HALL, Jayme (Independent) “Todo Bien, Gracias a Dios”: The Impact of National Policy Change upon Immigrant Children and Their Families in Public School Classrooms in Two Communities in Rural North Carolina
PAGE, J. Bryan (U Miami) Long-term Follow-up and Limits to Intervention: Ethnography at Great Time Depth
SIMMONS, Brianna (UCR) Revisiting Citizenship in Experiences of Kenyan Healthcare Policies
FRYMAN, Brandon (Shoreline CC) Applying Anthropology at a Women’s Shelter: Needs Assessment, Writing Grants, and Sex Trafficking

(TH-153) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Alvarado C
Shared Spaces of Visibility, Perception, and Resilience (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: CORDWELL, Cailan (ASU)
CORDWELL, Cailan (ASU) Mental Health and Resilience in the Undocuqueer Community
FABOS, Anita (Clark U), HAMILTON, Cheryl (IINE), and ALEXANDER, Achu Johnson (Clark U) Shared Worlds?: Observations on Relations between US- and Foreign-born Residents of Worcester, MA
LANE, Rebecca (Marine Corps U) Family Planning and the Subversive Enactment of Biological Citizenship by Latina Immigrants
LUBIT, Amanda (Queen’s U Belfast) The Politics of (In)Visibility in the Everyday Movements of Muslim Women in Sectarian Belfast

(TH-155) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Alvarado E
Health and the Lifecycle: Youth and Aging (SMA)

CHAIR: TAYLOR, Gigi (Luminosity Rsch)
TAYLOR, Gigi (Luminosity Rsch) Meaning in Transition: An Ethnographic Study of the Cultural Construction of Health and Identity among Young Adults
SCHNEIDER, Sue (CO State U Ext) Senior Access Points: Bridging the Rural Resource Divide
SHERMAN, Rebecca (Hendrix Coll) Attitudes toward Work in Blue Zones: A Step in the Direction of Successful Aging
GOLDBERG, Anne and PESZKA, Jennifer (Hendrix Coll) Eight Hours for Work, Eight Hours for Rest, Eight Hours for What We Will: Psychological and Anthropological Investigations in the Blue Zones

(TH-156) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Alvarado F
The Future of Forever Chemicals?: Citizen Participation and Rising Awareness of Toxic Contamination in a Time of Deregulation (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: ALEXANDER, William (UNCW)
LINDSTROM, Andrew (EPA) GenX and Other Poly and Perfluoroalkyl Substances (PFAS) in Surface and Drinking Water in North Carolina
ALEXANDER, William, DAVIS, Ashley B., and CABALLERO, Grey W. (UNCW) Proximities to Risk in the Cape Fear River Basin: An Introduction to Situated Perceptions and Strategies in an Environmental Justice Movement
BOND, David (Bennington Coll) Understanding PFOA: Ethnography and Advocacy in the Ruins of Plastics
PERKINS, Harold (Ohio U) and KOZLOWSKI, Michelle (Independent) Environmental Justice in Appalachia Ohio?: An Expanded Consideration of Privilege and the Role It Plays in Defending the Contaminated Status Quo in a White, Working-Class Community

(TH-158) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Alvarado H
Migrant Health Care Access and Health Promotion (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: ANTENUCCI, Isabella (UMass)
ANTENUCCI, Isabella, IDALI TORRES, Maria, and GRANBERRY, Phillip (UMass) Por Ahi Dicen: Sexual Health Promotion Campaign in a Puerto Rican Community
FERRERA, Julieta and LOPEZ, Andrea M. (UMD) Compounded Vulnerability of Latinx Who Use Drugs: Legal Violence and Frontline Provider’s Activism
IRONS, Rebecca (U Coll London) Available but Invisible: Venezuelan Migrant Access to Sexual & Reproductive Health Services in Lima, Peru
MARTINEZ, Konane and HOLMES, Kristine (CSUSM) “It’s not our job”: Healthcare Workers’ Perspectives on Public Charge
THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Chapel
SAS Executive Meeting

(TH-160) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Tablao
WAPA Praxis Award Ceremony and Reception

Since 1981, the Washington Association of Professional Anthropologists has presented the Praxis Award to recognize outstanding achievement in translating anthropological knowledge into action as reflected in a single project.

FINALISTS: 2019-2020 Competition

MOOKHERJEE, Nayanika (Durham U) *Birangona: Towards Ethical Testimonies of Sexual Violence During Conflict* (setting Bangladesh). This project developed guidelines and a graphic novel in Bangla and English to support ethical behavior in documenting testimonies of sexual violence during conflict. It seeks to change both ideas and practices and contribute to the welfare of survivors.

SCHWEDE, Laurie, JENSEN, Eric, GRIFFIN, Deborah, and KONICKI, Scott (U.S. Census Bureau) *Complex Households and the Undercount of Young Children* (setting U.S.-wide) In the 2010 U.S. Census young children had the highest net undercount rate of any age cohort. To address this, researchers analyzed data through a new complex household typology. The Census Bureau will use this innovation in the 2020 Population Census.

PAOLISSO, Michael, JOHNSON, Katherine, VAN DOLAH, Elizabeth, and MILLER HESED, Christine (UMD) *Deal Island Peninsula Project* (setting Chesapeake Bay, U.S.) Developed by anthropologists in collaboration with environmental researchers, resource managers, and local communities, the project applies anthropological theory and methods to improve the climate adaptation and resilience of the Deal Island Peninsula.

(TH-162) THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Fireplace
Society for Disability Studies President’s Town Hall (SDS)

CHAIRS: KASNITZ, Devva (SDS), WOIAK, Joanne (U Washington)

THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Weavers
Higher Ed TIG Board Meeting

THURSDAY 5:30-7:20
Turquoise
PESO Business Meeting

THURSDAY 6:00-8:00
Potters
University of North Texas Reception

THURSDAY 7:30-10:30
Franciscan
Student Party

President Briller will welcome the students. Hors d’oeuvres will be served and beverages may be purchased.

FRIDAY, MARCH 20

(F-01) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado A
Topics in Anthropological Science II: Culture and Behavior (SAS)

CHAIR: SKOGGARD, Ian (HRAF)
SKOGGARD, Ian and EMBER, Carol R. (HRAF), FELZER, Ben (Lehigh U), PITEK, Emily (HRAF) Using Climate Data to Predict Cultural Beliefs and Behavior
NORDIN, Andreas (U Gothenburg) The Connection between Counterintuitive Religious Dream Content, Social Use and Religiosity: Report from a Case Study in a Hindu-Nepalese Context
CLOAK, Ted (Independent) Neural Images in Control of Behavior, Culture, and Cultural Evolution

(F-02) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado B
Voices from the Communities: Interactions and Collaborations among Indigenous People, Anthropologists, and Educators, Part I

CHAIRS: HITCHCOCK, Robert (UNM), BIESELE, Megan (Kalahari Peoples Fund)
BIESELE, Megan (Kalahari Peoples Fund) “Guerrilla Orthography” to Internet Cafe in Thirty Years: Ju’hoan Community-Initiated Language, Education, and Social Media Projects
PUCETT, R. Fleming (Kalahari Peoples Fund) “Desert Anarchists”: The Peculiar Importance of Broader Collaboration for the Future of ǂKhomani San Autonomy
HECKLER, Melissa (Kalahari Peoples Fund) Democracy from the Ground Up
RITTER, Beth (UN-Omaha) From Restoration to Self-Determination, 1990-2020: The Remarkable Journey of the Ponca Tribe of Nebraska
MCCALL, Grant and GREAVES, Russell (Ctr for Human-Env Rsch) Creating a Diversion: Perceptions of the Mid-Barataria Sediment Diversion among Fishing Communities in Southeast Louisiana

(F-03) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado C
Disrupting Narratives of Risk and Rescue in Migration (Immigration TIG)

CHAIRS: WHEATLEY, Abby (ASU), PAYNTER, Eleanor (OH State U)
WHEATLEY, Abby (ASU) The Politics of Precarious Crossings in the Central Mediterranean
PAYNTER, Eleanor (OH State U) Contested Rescue: EU Border Externalization and the Risks of Mediterranean Crossing
VOGT, Wendy (IUPUI) Hunger Games: The Politics of Violence, Victimhood and Deservingness among Central American and Mexican (Immigrants
SOTO, Gabriella (Trinity Coll) Picking Up the Pieces: Salvage Politics in Response to Border Security

(F-04) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado D
Client Based Praxis: Using Anthropological Methods and Theory to Address Organizational Needs

CHAIR: HAWVERMALE, Erica (UNT)
HAWVERMALE, Erica (UNT) Maintaining a Living Relationship: Facilitating Connection and Improving Morale in Military Families During the Deployment Cycle
CRONIN, Shannon (UNT) Evaluation of a Disaster Rebuilding Program in Kathmandu Valley, Nepal
DAVIS, Kayla (UNT) Have You Ever Experienced Water Shortage? “No.”
GIAMARQO, Giamarqo (UNT) Developing a Program to Increase Health through Community-Centered Institutions
SEIKEL, Tristan (UNT) Psychedelia in the United States: An Ethnographic Study of Underground Psychedelic Use
STUTTS, Sarah (UNT) Participatory Design of Socially Assistive Robots for Children on the Autism Spectrum
DISCUSSANT: NUNEZ-JANES, Mariela (UNT)

(F-05) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado E
The Lone Anthropologist Syndrome: Reclaiming Applied Anthropology in the Workplace and University

CHAIRS: JONES, Rose (Perot Museum of Nature & Sci), CARRINGTON, Jara (UNT)
CARRINGTON, Jara M. (UNT) Reconsidering Anthropological Collaborations
MONTGOMERY, Andrew (Perot Museum of Nature & Sci) Anthropologist in the Middle: Using Staff Misconceptions to Create a Role
GOEBEL, James (UNT) Moving Past the Lone Anthropologist: Reconnecting Applied Anthropology to Academia through Educational Endeavors
FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado F
Environment, Citizenship, and Survival in Latin America (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: PHILLIPS, James (SOU)
SAUNDERS, Michael (Tulane U) Patrimonio del Pueblo: A Maya Perspective on Ecological Management
NIELSEN, Kate (BYU) The Rainforest as a Means for Cultural Survival in Amazonian Ecuador
PHILLIPS, James (SOU) Indigenous Environmental Activism in Honduras in Defense of National and Global Citizenship
EKLUND, Elizabeth (U Arizona) Return of the Mines

FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado G
Extending Citizenship and Engaging Diverse Disciplines and Perspectives to Enhance Resilience in Marine Social-Ecological Systems, Part I (Fisheries TIG)

CHAIR: JOHNSON, Teresa (U Maine)
GORDON, Jesse and BEAUDREAU, Anne (UAF), WILLIAMS, Ben (ADFG), CAROTHERS, Courtney (UAF), MEYER, Scott (ADFG) Bridging Knowledge Systems in a Growing Fishery: Including Fishers’ Knowledge in Nearshore Rockfish Management in the Gulf of Alaska
GREEN, Kristen (Stanford U) and BEAUDREAU, Anne (UAF) Shared Values in Subsistence Harvesting: Applying the Community Voice Method in the Northwest Arctic
INGLES, Palma (Coastal Perspectives Rsch) Sharing Our Ancestors Fishing Grounds: Bristol Bay, Alaska Salmon and Pebble Mine
KOPELENT-REHAK, Jana (UMCP) Family Frames: Storying Socioecology and Pictorial Heritage on Smith Island

FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado H
Care, Bodies, and Practices

CHAIRS: REID, Jessica (UTSA), BUNKLEY, Emma (U Arizona)
REID, Jessica (UTSA) “We have patients to care for, but we also have to care for each other”: Care in Practice in an Inpatient Medical Rehabilitation Setting
BUNKLEY, Emma (U Arizona) Interembodiment as Care
ROBERTSON, William (U Arizona) Caring About/Caring For: Theories of Care from a Clinical Trial
PAREDES, Daisy (UTSA) Institutional, Collective, and Individual Care: Levels of Mental Health Care on an American Campus
ENGELE, Meghan (UTSA) Care Practices: Climate Change and Children
BOUTELLE, Howard (UTSA) Addiction, Morality, and Care: The Choreography of Recovery Care Work in the Opioid Crisis

FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Chapel
Terraforming Research Spaces: Building University-Grounded Gender-Based Violence Initiatives (GBV TIG)

CHAIRS: PETILLO, April (KSU), MORA, Amalia (U Arizona)
Open Discussion

FRIDAY 8:00-9:50
Franciscan
Politics and Nature: Issues on Risk and Disaster in the Global South, Part I (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: SOARES, Pedro P.M.A. (UFPA, Brazil), BARRIOS, Roberto E. (SIUC)
SOARES, Pedro P.M.A. and HAZEU, Marcel Theoodor (UFPA, Brazil) Planning Disasters: Urban Planning and Local Epistemologies in Belém (PA, Brazil)
BARRIOS, Roberto (SIUC) When the Post-Colony’s Stars Malign: Examining the Moral, Political, and Ontological Geography the “Global South” in Disaster Studies
NELSON, Donald and SEIGERMAN, Cydney (UGA), FINAN, Timothy (U Arizona) *The Making of a Drought: Politics, Infrastructure and Going Without*

KROLL-SMITH, Steve (UNCG), BAXTER, Vern and JENKINS, Pamela (U New Orleans Emeritus) *The Self in the Age of Catastrophe: Thinking beyond Recovery*

DISCUSSANT: SCHULLER, Mark (NIU)

(F-12) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50

Fireplace

Intersectional Approaches to Disability: Convergences and Breaches, Part I (SMA)

CHAIRS: SAKELLARIOU, Dikaios (Cardiff U), WARREN, Narelle (Monash U)

WARREN, Narelle (Monash U) *Affordances of Aging and Neurological Disability in Malaysia*

FERNANDES, Kim (U Penn) *At the Margins, between the Intersections: Disability and Enumeration under the Indian Census*

CHAWRUN, Isabella Rose (York U) “The Moral Body”: A Discussion of Ableism, Heterosexism and Nationalism

EGBATAN, Mine (U Arizona) *Feminist Movements, Disability and Transversal Politics in Turkey*

DISCUSSANT: LINCOLN, Martha (SFSU)

(F-13) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50

Potters

Strong Legacies, Murky Titles: Anthropological and Legal Approaches to Understanding Heirs’ Property, Forestry, and Agriculture in the U.S. South (PESO)

CHAIRS: SCHELHAS, John (USFS), HITCHNER, Sarah (UGA)

MITCHELL, Thomas W. (TAMU Law Sch), SCHELHAS, John (USFS), HITCHNER, Sarah (UGA), and JOHNSON-GAITHER, Cassandra (USFS) *Property Valuation beyond Numbers: The Uniform Partition of Heirs Property Act and African American Landownership in the South*

JOHNSON, Cassandra (USFS) *Heirs’ Property, Septic Systems, and Parasite Exposure in Lowndes County, Alabama*

LONG, Rosie and ZABAWA, Robert (Tuskegee U) *The Economic Impact of Heir Property on Forestland in Macon County, Alabama*

HITCHNER, Sarah (UGA), SCHELHAS, John (USFS), DWIVEDI, Puneet and GOYKE, Noah (UGA) *Memories and Opportunities in Black Cultural Landscapes: Social and Legal Implications of Heirs’ Property among African American Landowners in the Southeastern United States*

SCHELHAS, John (USFS), HITCHNER, Sarah and DWIVEDI, Puneet (UGA) *African American Landownership and Forestry in Georgia: Challenges and Opportunities*

DISCUSSANT: BROSIEUS, J. Peter (UGA)

(F-14) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50

Weavers

Constituents, Sectors: How the Differences Play Out for Better Or Worse, Part I (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: FOSTER, Brian (U Missouri)

FOSTER, Brian (U Missouri) *Building Positive Outcomes from Conflicting Demands on Higher Education*

O’BRIEN, Mike (TAMUSA) *Competing Interests and the Growth of Universities*

ESSNER, Steffanee (U Missouri) *Bridging Mission and Passion for Donors’ Contributions to Higher Education*

TO DUTKA, Julia and SHAFFER, Franklin (CGFNS Int’l Inc) *General Education and the Healthcare Workforce: Nursing as a Case Study*

(F-15) FRIDAY 8:00-9:50

Turquoise

Cultural Citizenship and Academic Identity in the College Assistance Migrant Program (CAMP) (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: SZKUPIŃSKI QUIROGA, Seline and O’CONNOR, Brendan (ASU)

PANELISTS: SZKUPIŃSKI QUIROGA, Seline, VELEZ-IBANEZ, Carlos, and O’CONNOR, Brendan (ASU), BEJARANO, Cynthia and ESTRADA, Martha (NMSU)

(F-18) FRIDAY 9:00-11:50

Chaco Hotel – Gathering I
Becoming a Practicing Anthropologist: A Workshop for Students Seeking Non-Academic Careers (Workshop, Fee $25)

ORGANIZER: NOLAN, Riall (Purdue U & Cambridge U)

FRIDAY 8:30-12:00
North Atrium
Training Program & Recruitment Exhibit

This exhibit is a great chance to inform students and colleagues about graduate programs, internship opportunities, field schools, and organizations that work with applied social scientists.

FRIDAY 9:00-5:00
Atrium
Book Exhibit

(F-31) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado A
Examining Resilience in Disasters: Resistance, Adaptation, Transformation (SAS)

CHAIR: JONES, Eric (UTH TMC)
MURPHY, Arthur (UNCG), LUQUE, Diana A. (CIAD-Hermosillo), and JONES, Eric C. (SPH UTH) Evolution of Trust, Exchange and Support in Post-Disaster Information Networks
PEREGRINE, Peter Neal (Lawrence U) Social Capital and Social Resilience: Different Approaches for Different Disasters
OTHS, Kathryn (U Alabama) Health and Medical Resilience in the Face of Climate Change in the Northern Peruvian Andes
MCCABE, J. Terrence (U Colorado) Under What Conditions Do Extreme Events Become Transformative?: An Examination of the 2008/09 Drought in Northern Tanzania

(F-32) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado B
Voices from the Communities: Interactions and Collaborations among Indigenous People, Anthropologists, and Educators, Part II

CHAIR: HITCHCOCK, Robert (UNM), BIESELE, Megan (Kalahari Peoples Fund)
KLATASKE, Ryan (KSU) Wildlife Management and Collaborative Conservation on Private Ranchland in Namibia: Implications for Indigenous People, Rural Communities, and Anthropologists
HILLYER, Michael (UNM) Maya Language Learning Today
HALLIN, Mary (UN-Omaha) Epidemic Interventions: Collaborating with the Community
STEGEBORN, Viveca (U Tromsø) Ethnocide: Sri Lanka’s Rainforest People

(F-33) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado C
Documenting the Role of the Environment and Government on Migration (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: WEHRER, Margaret (SUNY Polytechnic)
ARREDONDO, Brandylyn (USF) Bureaucratic Misrepresentation of Age and Its Educational Consequences for Young Refugees in America
GALLARDO, Alejandra (CSBSJU) Re-centering the Forced Climate Migrant Narrative
TILL, Charlotte (ASU) Environmental Perceptions and Migration Decisions in Terrebonne Parish, Louisiana: Insights from an At-Risk Area

(F-34) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado D
Recovering a History of Community Collaboration: Honoring the Legacy of MariLyn Salvador

CHAIR: MCCCHESNEY, Lea (UNM)
PANELISTS: MCCHESNEY, Lea (UNM), CHAVEZ-LAMAR, Cynthia (Nat’l Museum of the American Indain), SALVADOR, Melina (UCSF/UC-Berkeley)

(F-35) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado E
Changing Climates and Cultures: The Role of Resistance and Community (C&A)

CHAIR: TOVAR, Antonio (Farmworker Assoc FL)

OLADOKUN-DYBOWSKI, Daniel (Isa’s Garden LLC) Bringing a Community Together: Agents of Change Creating Culture in a Gardening Community

VAN EENDENBURG, Hannah (U Colorado) Seed Sovereignty: An Insight into Corporate Agriculture and Local Resistance

CHAUDHARY THARU, Buddhi Ram, ACCIAIOLI, Gregory, and ERSKINE, William (U W Australia) Adaptation to Climate Change: Adaptive Capacity, Strategies and Barriers of the Tharu Farmers in the Western Tarai of Nepal

MORERA, Maria (UFL), TOVAR, Antonio (Farmworker Assoc FL), MONAGHAN, Paul F. (UFL), and ROKA, Fritz M. (FGCU) Resisting Heat-Related Illness in a Changing Florida Climate

TOVAR, Antonio (Farmworker Assoc FL) and PEON, Alicia (UPRA) Agricultural Practices and Climate Change in Puerto Rico: Lessons from Maria

CHARNLEY, Susan (USFS) Ranchers, Beavers, and Climate Change Adaptation on Rangelands in the Western U.S.

(F-36) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado F
Toxic Citizenship (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: MCDONALD, James (U Montevallo), SULLIVAN, Kathleen (CSULA)

CHECKER, Melissa (CUNY) After Relocation: The Afterlife of an Environmental Justice Movement

MCKENNA, Brian (U Michigan) Flint’s Fascism: Toxic Water, Racism and Citizen Action

MCDONALD, James (U Montevallo) Environmental Apartheid and Precarious Citizenship in Alabama

DISCUSSANT: SULLIVAN, Kathleen (CSULA)

(F-37) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado G
Extending Citizenship and Engaging Diverse Disciplines and Perspectives to Enhance Resilience in Marine Social-Ecological Systems, Part II (Fisheries TIG)

CHAIR: JOHNSON, Teresa (U Maine)

IWANE, Mia (JIMAR/PIFSC), LEONG, Kirsten (NOAA PIFSC), OLESON, Kirsten and VAUGHAN, Mehana (UH Mānoa) Accounting for Layered Problem Definitions in Shark and Fisheries Management

CRAMER, Lori and CONWAY, Flaxen (OR State U) Graying of the Fleet in Oregon: Local Voices and the Story of Resilience

JOHNSON, Teresa and HANES, Samuel (U Maine) Conflicts, Communities, and Complexity: A Mixed Method Study of Marine Aquaculture in Maine

(F-38) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado H
Disease and Its Discontents: Medical Anthropology on the Front Lines

CHAIR: ROZEN, David (Independent)

ROZEN, David (Independent) The New York Outbreak of Measles in Hasidic Communities: Issues of Social Epidemiology, Biomedical Autonomy, and Ethnic Interaction

SCHAFFT, Gretchen E. (American U) Self Help in Health Care among the Amish in a Central Pennsylvania Community

JONES, Jasmine (Bill & Melinda Gates Fdn) The Intersection of Tradition, Community and Health Systems Strengthening: Select Case Studies from Nigeria

POST, Kristin (Marine Corps U) Seeking Safety: How Rumors and Violence Reveal Truths about Contagion

DISCUSSANT: POST, Kristin (Marine Corps U)

(F-39) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Chapel
Legal Institutions: Shaping and Adjudicating the Violated Body (GBV TIG)
CHAIR: MULLA, Sameena (Marquette U)
MULLA, Sameena and HLAVKA, Heather (Marquette U) The Heteronormativity of Sexual Assault Prosecution
KELLY, Patty (Haverford Coll) I Know Why She Stays: Gender Violence and Institutional Sexism in the U.S. Family Court System
WURTZ, Heather (Columbia U) The Hidden Injuries of a Politics of Protection: Refugee Management and Gender-based Violence in the Southern Mexico Borderlands

(F-41) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Franciscan
Politics and Nature: Issues on Risk and Disaster in the Global South, Part II (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIRS: SOARES, Pedro P.M.A. (UFPA, Brazil), BARRIOS, Roberto E. (SIUC)
FAAS, A.J. (SJSU) Search and Activation: The Aggregation of State Effects and Encounters in the Mt. Tungurahua Disasters
LASKA, Shirley (Lowlander Ctr) and COMPANION, Michele (UCCS) The Social Justice Issues of Climate Change Conditions That ‘Never Happened Before’
MCGREEVY, John (UGA) Second Impact Syndrome: Changing Livelihood Strategies and Landscapes With Increased Disaster Frequency in Rural Haiti
ROQUE, Anais Delilah (ASU) Water Sharing in Puerto Rico: Coping with Water Insecurity in the Aftermath of Hurricane Maria
DISCUSSANT: BARRIOS, Roberto E. (SIUC)

(F-42) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Fireplace
Intersectional Approaches to Disability; Convergences and Breaches, Part II (SMA)

CHAIRS: WARREN, Narelle (Monash U), SAKELLARIOU, Dikaios (Cardiff U)
BLOCK, Pamela (Western U) Aging Out of Children’s Hospitals: 20th and 21st Century Experiences
MICHINOBU, Ryoko, HORI, Tsukasa, YAMAMOTO, Masaki, IGARASHI, Keita, IESATO, Kotoe, and TAKEBAYASHI, Akira (Sapporo Med U), TSUTSUMI, Hiroyuki (Saiseikai Nishi Otaru Hosp), KAWASAKI, Yukihiko (Sapporo Med U) Camaraderie in Liminality: Intersectional Approach to Promoting Shared Decision-Making in Children’s Oncology
SAKELLARIOU, Dikaios (Cardiff U) Dis/Abisms in Healthcare: The Construction and Effects of Disability-Based Discrimination
DISCUSSANT: HALL-CLIFFORD, Rachel (Emory U)

(F-43) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Potters
Political Ecology, Political Economy, and Applied Anthropology: Honoring James Greenberg (PESO)

CHAIR: HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP)
PANELISTS: GREENBERG, James (U Arizona), HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP), VELEZ-IBANEZ, Carlos (ASU), WALI, Alaka (Field Museum), WALSH, Casey (UCSB)

(F-44) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Weavers
 Constituents, Sectors: How the Differences Play Out for Better Or Worse, Part II (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: GOERING, Wynn (EFL Assoc)
BRACEY, Dorothy (Sch for Advanced Rsch) The Ideal College Is Mark Hopkins at One End of a Log and a Student at the Other
DAVIS-SALAZAR, Karla, CASPER, Breanne, PAJUNEN, Matthew, and REYES, Lucio (USF) Conflict, Cooperation, and Consolidation: A Case Study in the Politics and Practice of Shared Governance
GOERING, Wynn (EFL Assoc) Into the Maze: Cultural Constructs of University Leadership
GORUP, Meta (Ghent U) Managing Academic Research Performance: A Heads of Departments Perspective
WOLFORTH, Lynne Mackin (Hawaiʻi CC) Pu‘uhuluhulu University: Defending Cultural Interests on Mauna Kea

(F-45) FRIDAY 10:00-11:50
Turquoise
Experiential Learning: Models and Applications (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: BENNETT, Elaine (Saint Vincent Coll)
GORVETZIAN, Andrew (Seattle U) and HOWKING, Marlon (U Centroamericana Nitolapan) Transnational University Partnerships to Support Marginalized Student Populations in Nicaragua: Challenges and Benefits
BAINES, Kristina and TAYLOR, Lakiera (CUNY Guttman), SALAZAR, Iris (CSULB) From Theory to Practice: Embodied Ecological Heritage and Undergraduate Research in Garifuna Communities in New York City and Los Angeles COPPERSMITH, Eryn (SIUE) Deconstructing Stereotypes: Assessing the Impact of Community Engagement in a Small Town
BENNETT, Elaine (Saint Vincent Coll) Teaching Applied Anthropology through On-Campus Experiential and Service Learning: Lessons and Outcomes from Anthropological Research On, By, and With College Populations
CERON, Alejandro (U Denver) An Interdisciplinary Ethnography Lab as a Catalyst for Student, Faculty, and Community Collaborations

FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Garduño’s Past Presidents Meeting

FRIDAY 12:00-4:00
NAPA Governing Council Meeting
Seasons Rotisserie and Grill
2031 Mountain Road Northwest

(F-61) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado A Impacting the Quality of Citizenship through Education: Anthropological Responses to Student Diversity

CHAIR: THAKUR, Gail S. (NCRC)
BACH, Amy (UTEP) Education in Citizenship through High-Stakes Literacy Assessments
THAKUR, Gail S. (NCRC) Anthropology in the Early Childhood Classroom
MCCUNE, Meghan (SUNY JCC) School Districts as a Tool for Decolonization: A Case Study of Salamanca City Central School District
GADSDEN, Gloria (NMHU) ‘There’s Some Watermelons on There’: A Reflection on the Summit Sponsored by the New Mexico Office of African American Affairs and New Mexico Public Education Department
TELENKO, Shannon (Penn State U) Reflections on Segregation: Individual and Societal Needs for Equity in Education

(F-62) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado B Changing Environment and Human Adaptation

CHAIR: SHIMAZAKI, Yuko (Waseda U)
BOGUMIL, Elizabeth (UCR) and CAPOUS-DESYLLAS, Moshula (CSUN) The Roles of Restorative Environments in Marginalized Communities
JACOB, Cara and RADONIC, Lucero (MSU) Broken Pipes and Broken Trust: Infrastructural Failure and Contested Expertise in Flint, MI
SHIMAZAKI, Yuko (Waseda U) The Quality of Life for the Children in Border Areas between Thai and Cambodia

(F-63) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado C Children’s Participation as a Vehicle to Redefine Cultural Citizenship

CHAIR: STIGLICH, Janice (Rutgers U-Camden)
STIGLICH, Janice (Rutgers U-Camden) Peruvian Social Movement Girls Making Space
KANNAN, Smruthi Bala (Rutgers U-Camden) Negotiating Participation in School: Children’s Affective Discourses around Smartphone Based Games in Tamilnadu, India
GARCIA GOMEZ, Diana Carolina (Rutgers U) Mediating Hope: Performing Cultural Citizenship in a Collective Memory
Museum in Medellín, Colombia

(F-64) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado D
Intersections between Indigenous Activism and Museums

CHAIRS: WALI, Alaka (Field Museum), TOPASH-CALDWELL, Blaire (Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: WALI, Alaka (Field Museum), TOPASH-CALDWELL, Blaire (Pokagon Band of Potawatomi Indians), POZZA, Jackie (Field Museum), ROMANEK, Devorah (Maxwell Museum of Anth)

(F-66) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado F
OccasionalVictories: Are There Successful Interventions over Energy and Resources? (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: WINTHROP, Robert (UMD)
PANELISTS: BLAIR, James (Cal Poly Pomona), ERVIN, Alexander (U Saskatchewan), PERRY, Simona (Pipeline Safety Coalition), WINTHROP, Robert (UMD), MALDONADO, Julie (LiKEN)

(F-67) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado G
Health Citizenship, Health Access in Global Contexts (SMA)

CHAIR: MONTEMAYOR, Isabel (UTA)
EDBERG, Mark (GWU Milken Inst SPH) Cultural Fragmentation, Cultural Citizenship, and Access to Health and Related Social Services in Postcolonial Belize
MONTEMAYOR, Isabel (UTA) Disadvantages of Seguro Popular
HALL-CLIFFORD, Rachel (Emory U), ROCHE, Stephanie, ARZÚ, Alejandro, HVIDT, Ashley, KLUCZYNSKI, Jonathan, KORTE, Michelle, and ZELKO, Jacob (NAPA-OT Field Sch) Short-term Surgical Missions for Health Systems Strengthening: Experiences and Perspectives of Guatemalan Providers
TZENG, Yi-En (UMD) Navigating Oral Health Care Access: Dental Underinsurance at a Mobile Dental Clinic in Maryland

(F-68) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado H
Pretty Words: Critical Perspectives on Community-Engaged Research

CHAIRS: SYVERTSEN, Jennifer and MCMULLIN, Juliet (UCR)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: MOSES, Yolanda, RODRIGUEZ, Katheryn, FORUZAN, Sahar, and BECKNER, Elizabeth (UCR)

(F-69) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Chapel
Politically-Engaged (Public) Medical Anthropology: From Theory to Praxis

CHAIRS: SHARP, Lesley (Barnard Coll, Columbia U), GREEN, Linda B. (U Arizona), CHEN, Nancy N. (UCSC)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: SHARP, Lesley (Barnard Coll, Columbia U), CHEN, Nancy N. (UCSC), GREEN, Linda B. (U Arizona), WURTZ, Heather (Columbia U), STUEWE, Allison (U Arizona), CONTERAS, S. Chava (UCSC)

(F-71) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Franciscan
Complexities of Citizenship, States, and Risks (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: HIRSCHFELD, Tassie Katherine (U Oklahoma)
HIRSCHFELD, Tassie Katherine (U Oklahoma) and HAMILTON, Sarah (U Denver) Citizenship, Complexity and Gender in the Aftermath of Collapse: Anthropological Insights on Venezuela
KUAN, Chen-I (Inst of Hlth Behaviors & Community Sci) Vaccination Hesitancy in Taiwan: Mandatory Police, Diversity, and Citizenship
MORRISON, Lynn, LEMIEUX, Evangeline, and TURNER, Joshua (UH-Hilo) Kilauea Eruption Stress and Recovery: Cultural Citizenship in Times of Natural Disasters

(F-72) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Fireplace
Sensory Embodiment and Disability (SDS)
CHAIR: RUTHERFORD, Danilyn (Wenner-Gren Fdn)
RUTHERFORD, Danilyn (Wenner-Gren Fdn) Proprioceptive Sociality: Sharing Senses in Two Disability Worlds
DEHAAS, Jocelyn (UNM) Can I Pet Your Dog?: Interactions between Visually-Impaired Handlers, Their Dog Guides, and the Public
ROHN, Edward (Oakland U) Things I Learned in the Kitchen (That I Couldn’t in the Clinic): Body Habitus and Chronic Pain After Spinal Cord Injury
WROBLEWSKA, Anna (Jagiellonian U) Using the Method Memory-work in Intercultural Disability Research: A Blind, Polish Researcher in the United States
DISCUSSANT: ACEVEDO, Sara (SDS)

(F-74) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Weavers
Building a Culture of Philanthropy (Higher Ed TIG)
CHAIRS: SULLIVAN, Laura (SARSF), BAKER, Nancy (NDI New Mexico)
Open Discussion

(F-75) FRIDAY 12:00-1:20
Turquoise
Intimate Epistemologies: Making and Remaking Knowledge in Graduate School (Higher Ed TIG)
CHAIR: BOCHNIAK, Victoria (UMass)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: SHEAR, Boone and WEYHER, Anna (UMass), DELISLE, Takami (UKY), FERNANDES, Kim (U Penn)

(F-78) FRIDAY 12:00-5:00
Chaco Hotel – Gathering I
Cultural Consensus Analysis (SAS Workshop, Fee $45)
ORGANIZERS: GATEWOOD, John B. (Lehigh U), LOWE, John W. (Cultural Analysis)

(F-91) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado A
Sugar Cane Farming Community Development: Findings of the 2019 Ethnographic Field School in Belize (SAS)
CHAIR: HUME, Douglas (NKU)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: HUME, Douglas (NKU), ARZU, Julia (Galen U), MYERS, Jordan (MO State U), STEPHENS, Jack (NKU)

(F-93) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado C
Turbulent Nationalism(s) and Alienation: Patterns and Considerations
CHAIR: YAMADA, Toru (Meiji U)
YAMADA, Toru (Meiji U) Negotiating Japanese Nationalism After Achieving World Heritage Inscription
WANG, Yuzhou (UCLA) Daily Patriotism: Chinese Hongge’s Aesthetics as a Mainstream Genre
(F-94) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado D
Fly Over Anthropology

CHAIR: ORTIZ, Cristina (UMN-Morris)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: CLIFFORD-NAPOLEONE, Amber (U Central Missouri), DONALDSON, Susie (WVU), ORTIZ, Cristina (UMN-Morris), STULL, Donald D. (U Kansas), PAOLISSO, Michael (UMD)

(F-95) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado E
We Never Forgot: Internally Relocated People Re/connect with Homelands, Part I

CHAIR: STOFFLE, Richard W. (U Arizona)
STOFFLE, Richard W. (U Arizona) Introduction: Cultural Damage and Return Challenges of Internal Relocation
CARROLL, Clint (UC Boulder) Cherokee Relationships to Land: Reflections on a Historic Plant Gathering Agreement between Buffalo National River and the Cherokee Nation
VAN VLACK, Kathleen (Living Heritage Rsch Council) Ceremony and Re/connection: The Ioway and Effigy Mounds National Monument
JINKA RAMAMURTHY, Malavika (MS State U) “Development” Definitions of Internally Displaced People and the Government: A Case Study of the Chenchu Tribe in the Nallamala Forest of Southern India

(F-96) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado F
Natural Resources in the Age of Citizenship (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIRS: SULLIVAN, Kate (CSULA), BUROW, Paul (Yale U)
KNOWLTON, David (UVU) Disputed Citizenship: Indigenous Peruvians, Mines, and the State
ESCOBEDO GARCIA, Nataly (UCI) Groundwater Governance: A Critical Review
BUROW, Paul (Yale U) Nature’s Belonging: Landscapes, Conservation, and the Cultural Politics of Place in the Great Basin
CECALE, Courtney (UCLA) Climate Change Adaptation and the Rise of Scientistic Governance
GANAPATHY, Sandhya (St. Lawrence U) Reproductive Resources in Settler States
DISCUSSANT: MCDONALD, James (U Montevallo)

(F-97) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado G
Climate Change in the Coastal and Marine Environment: Impacts and Adaptation, Part I (Fisheries TIG)

CHAIRS: CLAY, Patricia M. (NOAA Fisheries), FISKE, Shirley (UMD)
CLAY, Patricia M., COLBURN, Lisa L., and LUCEY, Sean (NOAA Fisheries), ST. MARTIN, Kevin, PINSKY, Malin, RADER, Alana, SELDEN, Rebecca, and YOUNG, Talia (Rutgers U) Understanding Adaptation to Climate Change: Linking Communities on Land and at Sea
STOFFLE, Brent (NOAA) In the Wake of Two Storms: An Impact Assessment of Hurricanes Irma and Maria on the St. Croix and St. Thomas Fisheries
SWEENEY TOOKES, Jennifer (GA Southern U) and YANDLE, Tracy (Emory U) Perspectives on Climate Change in Georgia’s Fishing Communities
FISKE, Shirley (UMD) and MARINO, Elizabeth (OSU-Cascades) Coastal Communities and Climate Change: A Slow-Onset Disaster

(F-98) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Alvarado H
Global Health Inequities

CHAIR: VEILE, Amanda (Purdue U)
AYALA, Armida, CERVANTES, Gabriela, and SANCHEZ, Isabel Marcela (Kaiser Permanente S CA) From Subjects to Citizens: Vulnerable Groups, Biomedical Research and Cultural Citizenship in the United States

VEILE, Amanda (Purdue U) Urbanization, Migration and Indigenous Health in Peru

HORAN, Holly and CHEYNEY, Melissa (U Alabama) Pregnancy and Birth in a Complex Society: Scaling-Up Doula Services for Medicaid Populations in Oregon

NOUVET, Elysee, KADER KONDE, Mandy, KOUYATE, Sekou, BAH-SOW, Oumou, DIALLO, Alpha. PRINGLE, John, HUNT, Matthew, SCHWARTZ, Lisa, CHENIER, Ani, MUYEMBE, Jean-Jacques, and MUNDAY, Felicien (U W Ontario) Transforming Participant-Research Power Relations in Clinical Trials?: Reflections on a Toolbox Developed With and For Limited Literacy Adults in Guinea and the Democratic Republic of Congo

(F-99) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20

Chapel

Millenial Bodies: Exploring the Sociocultural and Political-Economic Realities (Re)Shaping a Generation (SMA)

CHAIR: MCGUIRE, Joseph (U Alabama)

MCGUIRE, Joseph (U Alabama) ‘Not how I thought life would be’: Exploring the Effects of Protracted Liminality and Sociocultural Incongruity on the Millenial Body

HSIEH, Wen-Hung (U Alabama) Taiwanese Ambiguous Body: Embodying Global Exclusion

PATTERSON, Dillon (U Alabama) Ibogaine Is Not a Drug: Rejecting the Pharmaceutical Industry’s Claim on ‘Our’ Bodies

DISCUSSANT: MCCLURE, Stephanie (U Alabama)

(F-100) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20

Tablao

Meet the Editors of Human Organization, Practicing Anthropology, and SfAA News

Human Organization Editors: ROMERO-DAZA and HIMMELGREEN, David (USF)
Human Organization Editorial Assistant: GRAY, Deven (USF)
Practicing Anthropology Editor: HARDY, Lisa Jane (NAU)
Practicing Anthropology Editorial Assistant: MCCORMICK, Bonnie (NAU)
SfAA News Editors: SIMONELLI, Jeanne (Wottsamotta U) and TAMIR, Orit (NMHU)

Editors will convene an informal discussion about the practices and policies of SfAA publications. What types of manuscripts are appropriate? Are there particulars that authors should know? This is an excellent opportunity to join in an informal conversation with the Editors.

(F-101) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20

Franciscan

Changing Climates and Agricultural Impacts (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: CALLAWAY, Donald (Independent)
SCHUMAN, Andrea F. (Ctr for Sci & Soc Studies) Climate Disruption, Migration and Militarization: A View from Mesoamerica
VOSS, Danielle (CSBSJU) Global and Local Solutions to Food Security in a Changing Climate: An Evaluation through a Gendered Lens
CALLAWAY, Donald (Independent) Impacts of Climate Change on Food Security in the Arctic
KATZ, Solomon H. (U Penn) Can the World Recipes Project (WRP) Help to Enhance Food Sovereignty among Indigenous Peoples by Contributing New Sources of Safe, Healthy, Affordable, Attractive, and Sustainable Foods?

(F-102) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20

Fireplace

Contested Cultural Citizenship and Family Inclusion: Insights from the Field

CHAIRS: PFISTER, Anne E. (UNF), EVERSON, Courtney (CO State U)
PFISTER, Anne (UNF) Language and Identity in Hearing Families with Deaf Children
EVRSON, Courtney (CO State U) Contested Identities, Challenged Baselines: Child Welfare as a Contemporary Contact Zone
CANNON, Anneliese (Westminster Coll) From K-Pop to Haram: Being and Belonging in One After School Program
CAMPBELL-MONTALVO, Rebecca (UConn) Language as an Arbiter to School Resources for Latino Im/migrants in the Florida Heartland

(F-103) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Potters
Households and Landscapes: Exploring the Social and Ecological Dynamics of Agrarian Change, Part I (PESO)

CHAIR: KING, Samantha (UNCCH)
CLIGGETT, Lisa (UKY) Gwembe Tonga Farmers on the Frontier: Livelihood Strategies, Political Dynamics and Land Cover Change
KING, Samantha (UNCCH) Plantations and Peasants: How Patterns of Colonial Land Use Structure Possibilities for Sustainable Agriculture in Dominica
UBIALI, Bruno and NELSON, Donald (UGA), COUGHLAN, Michael (U Oregon) Through the Generations: Household Adaptations to Changing Social and Environmental Contexts
ROJAS, Alfredo and WEST, Colin Thor (UNCCH) Changing the Landscape: Local Soil and Water Conservation Practices in Burkina Faso
WEST, Colin Thor (UNCCH) Landscape Perspectives on Land Degradation Neutrality in Northern Burkina Faso

(F-104) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Weavers
Open Discussion of Three Sessions on Conflicting Interests and Expectations of Higher Education Constituencies (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: O'BRIEN, Michael (TAMUSA)

(F-105) FRIDAY 1:30-3:20
Turquoise
Unions in Academia: Cultural Citizenship or Response to Volatility in Academe (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: TAMIR, Orit and JENKINS, Kathy (NMHU)
PANELISTS: TAMIR, Orit and JENKINS, Kathy (NMHU)

(F-109) FRIDAY 2:30-5:30
Chaco Hotel – Gathering II
Mentoring Workshop: Building Professional Networks in Anthropological Science (SAS Workshop, Fee $20)

ORGANIZER: CHRISOMALIS, Stephen (Wayne State U)

(F-122) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado B
Cultural Citizenship: Crossings, Crosscurrents, and Countercurrents of Human Movement (Tourism TIG)

CHAIR: STUMPF-CAROME, Jeanne Marie (Kent State U Geauga)
HECK, Patricia (U S Sewane) Is ‘Blut’ Thicker Than ‘Wasser’?: Post-Reunification Ethnic German Migration to East Germany and Contextual Anthropology
DONAHUE, Katherine (Plymouth State U/White Ash Inst) Gilets Noirs/Gilets Jaunes: Protesting for Rights while Occupying Symbolic Spaces
BAUER, Daniel (USI) In Defense of Territory and Cultural Patrimony: Tourism, Identity, and Citizenship Rights in Coastal Ecuador
STUMPF-CAROME, Jeanne Marie (Kent State U Geauga) and CARDENAS CARRASCO, Juan (CAB) Tourism, Tracts and Tensions in Sabah and Peru

(F-123) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado C
Female Migration and Family Care (Immigration TIG)
CHAIR: SANCHEZ MOLINA, Raúl (UNED)
RIVA, Susan (Creighton U) Dual Citizenship and Social Processes of Belonging
SCHERBINSKE, Shanna (U Washington) Volunteer Perspectives on Refugee Resettlement
VALENZUELA, Robin (Indiana U) Contingent Citizens: Mexican-American Wards and Transnational Family Reunification
VICKERS, Mary and KLINE, Nolan (Rollins Coll), ECONOMOS, Jeannie (Farmworker Assoc FL), The Hope Community Center (Apopka, Florida) Coming of Age Under Trump: The Impact of Anti-Immigrant Politics and Policies on Latinx Youth
WEHRER, Margaret (SUNY Polytechnic) Migrant Farmworkers and the 2020 Census: Challenges and Possibilities

(F-124) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado D
Digital Technologies and Cultural Citizenship

CHAIR: ZHANG, Shaozeng (OR State U)
PLEASANT, Traben (OR State U) Island Barriers and Neglected Citizens: Black and Indigenous Perspectives on Education and Technology in Bocas del Toro, Panama
GEYMAN, Zoe (WUSTL) Cyborg Citizen: A Transnational View of Cyborg Biopolitics
CHUN, Boh (OR State U) Mobile Interactive Media and Performances of Masculine Citizenship in Korea
DE ASSIS NUNES, Ana Carolina (OR State U) Politics of the Discourse: New Paths to a Citizenship Project through the Concepts of Artificial Intelligence and Humanity
CHEN, Yalong (U Penn) Digital and Divisible: A Review on the Cultural Root of Modern Digital Technologies
DISCUSSANT: BERNAL, Victoria (UCI)

(F-125) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado E
We Never Forgot: Internally Relocated People Re/connect with Homelands, Part II

CHAIR: STOFFLE, Richard W. (U Arizona)
PLESHEF, Noah (U Arizona) Returns to Country: 20th Century Indigenous Migrations in Central Australia
SEOWTEWA, Octavius (Zuni Cultural Resource Team) Talking with Springs: Zuni People Re/connect with a Sacred Spring in Canyonlands NP

(F-126) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado F
Sharing Ideas & Joining Forces: Connections, Intersections, and Collaborations among Extraction & Environment, Risk & Disaster, and PESO

CHAIR: MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U)
PANELISTS: SIMONELLI, Jeanne (Wottsamotta U), HANSON, Thomas (U Colorado), HEYMAN, Josiah (UTEP), MOOLENAAR, Elisabeth (Regis U)

(F-127) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado G
Climate Change in the Coastal and Marine Environment: Impacts and Adaptation, Part II (Fisheries TIG)

CHAIRS: CLAY, Patricia M. (NOAA Fisheries), FISKE, Shirley (UMD)
STOLTZ, Amanda (UCSC), MCPHERSON, Matthew, JEPSON, Michael, KARNAUSKAS, Mandy, BLAKE, Suzana, RIOS, Adyan, and SAGARESE, Skyler (NOAA Fisheries) Resilience and Red Tide on the Florida Gulf Coast: Insights from Oral Histories
LEVINE, Arielle, POWELL, Farrah, and ORDONEZ-GAUGER, Lucia (SDSU) Using Lessons from the Past to Inform Future Climate Adaptation in California’s Lobster and Squid Fisheries
FIGUS, Elizabeth and TRAINOR, Sarah (UAF) Climate Change, Knowledge Co-Production, and Boundary Spanning in Alaska
(F-128) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Alvarado H
Community Services, Inclusion, and Belonging

CHAIR: ELLIOTT, Kathryn (MNSU Mankato)
ELLIOTT, Kathryn (MNSU Mankato) Core Diversity Principles Effective in Providing Services across Cultural/Ethnic Differences
SHAY, Kimberly (Wayne State U) The Role of “Relatedness” in Later Life: Prospective Lessons from an Older Adult Volunteer Community
MACEYKO, Melissa (CSULB) Building Sociality through Embodied Interaction: Designing and Implementing a Multiethnic Youth Summer Camp in Rural Bulgaria
HAYASHI, Tom L. (Fielding Grad U) Mattering across Generations: A Participatory Ethnographic Evaluation and Research (PEER) of Intergenerational Mentoring Practices of LGBTQIs in San Francisco
CERVENY, Lee K. and DERRIEN, Monika M. (USFS PNRS) Diversity, Equity, Access, and Inclusion in the Great Outdoors

(F-129) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Chapel
What Kind of Substance Is This?
SMA Plenary

CHAIRS: WOLF-MEYER, Matthew (Binghamton U), DOUCET-BATTLE, James (UCSC)
KLENK, Rebecca (UTK) Ghosts, Microscopic Biota, Monoclonal Antibodies and Other Kindred Substances: Thinking Relationally With Autoimmunity
DOUCET-BATTLE, James (UCSC) A Matter of Substance: Mitochondrial DNA, Race, and Kinship
VEGA, Rosalynn (UTRGV) Bacteria R Us?: How Mitochondrial DNA Transforms Kinship
WOLF-MEYER, Matthew (Binghamton U) Sympathetic Magic and Excremental Medicine
DISCUSSANT: SMITH-MORRIS, Carolyn (SMU)

(F-130) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Tablao
Pelto International Travel Award Lecture / Wine & Cheese Social

OPENING REMARKS: FREIDENBERG, Judith (UMD)
INTRODUCTION: REISINGER, Heather (VA)

(F-131) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Franciscan
Changing Climates, Changing Hazards (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: LAMPE, Frederick (Fritz) (NAU)
WINDSCHITL, Hannah (CSBSJU) Climate Grief: The Disproportionate Impacts of Climate Change on Mental Health in the Global South
LAMPE, Frederick (Fritz) (NAU) To Climate Change and Beyond: Applying Religion to the Mix
STANLEY, Erik (ENMU) Agricultural Development, Religious Conversion and Changing Responses to the Fungus Monilia in the Belizean Cacao Industry
ALESHIRE, Jewel (UNT) The Impacts of Climate Change: A Comparative Study of Fiji and Tuvalu
CANNON, Terry (Inst of Dev Studies) Why Do Disaster Risk Reduction Institutions Ignore Culture and Risk Perception?

(F-132) FRIDAY 3:30-5:20
Fireplace
Economies and Contingent Disability (SDS)

CHAIR: KASNITZ, Devva (CUNY/SDS)
LINCOLN, Martha (SFSU) The Value of Illness: Affective Economies in Crowdfunding for Cancer
KAUR BRAR, Gurjinder (Panjab U) Effect of Height Variability on the Association of Body Mass Index with Cognitive Impairment: An Anthropological Study of Rural Community of North India
**MARATHE, Megh** (U Michigan) *The Contingent and Relational Nature of Epilepsy Diagnosis*
DISCUSSANT: **KASNITZ, Devva** (CUNY/SDS)

**FRIDAY 3:30-5:20**

**Potters**
**Inside the Black Box: Considerations and Concerns When Studying Rural Households, Part II (PESO)**

**CHAIR:** **KING, Samantha** (UNCCH)
**ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS:** **CLIGGETT, Lisa** (UKY), **FINAN, Timothy** (U Arizona), **KING, Samantha** (UNCCH), **NELSON, Donald** (UGA), **WEST, Colin Thor** (UNCCH), **WILK, Richard** (Indiana U)

**FRIDAY 3:30-5:20**

**Weavers**
**Achieving Institutional Wisdom through Cultural Transformation: An Exploration of Strategies for Success (Higher Ed TIG)**

**CHAIRS:** **USCHER, Nancy J.** (UNLV), **MONNIER, Nicole** (U Missouri) *‘Change Is Opportunity’–or–Framing Change in an Age of Mandates*  
**KERLIN, Alisha** (UNLV) *From Hidden Jewel to Nexus*  
**WEISMAN, Anne** (UNLV Med Sch) *Achieving Institutional Wisdom through Cultural Transformation: An Exploration of Strategies for Success*  
**GRAHAM, Steve** (U Missouri System) and **DONALDSON, Joe** (U Missouri) *Cultural Obstacles to Change in Higher Education*

**FRIDAY 3:30-5:20**

**Turquoise**
**Anthropology and Other Disciplines: Opportunities and Challenges (Higher Ed TIG)**

**CHAIR:** **NYSSA, Zoe** (Purdue U)  
**STANLEY, Flavia** (Lesley U) *The Challenges and Promises of Teaching Anthropology to (Future) Social Workers*  
**STONECIPHER, Jessica-Jean** (UFL) *Anthropology in Pre-health Curriculums: A Case Study in Athens, Greece*  
**LANE, Sandra D.** and **RUBINSTEIN, Robert A.** (Syracuse U) *Integrating Anthropology into Health Professional Education*  
**TYSON, Will** (USF) *Leaving Four-Year STEM Programs to Earn a STEM AS/AAS Degree*  
**NYSSA, Zoe, WHITMAN, Madisson, LINDSAY, Ian,** and **BRILLER, Sherylyn** (Purdue U) *Applied Anthropology and Science and Technology Studies (STS): What Can These Fields Learn from Each Other?*

**FRIDAY 5:30-6:50**

**Alvarado A**
SAS Reception

**FRIDAY 5:30-6:50**

**Alvarado C**
**Subsistence Diversity and Human Securities in Migration (Immigration TIG)**

**CHAIR:** **INGRAM, Scott** (Colorado Coll)  
**ARNOLD, Taylor, QUANDT, Sara A., MORA, Dana C., ARCURY, Thomas A., SANDBERG, Joanne C., TALTON, Jennifer W., and DANIEL, Stephanie S.** (Wake Forest Med Sch) *Educational Outcomes for Migrant and Seasonal Latinx Child Farmworkers in North Carolina*  
**FLY, Jessie** and **BOUCQUEY, Noelle** (Eckerd Coll) *“They’ll Eat Anything”: Negotiating the Commons in Tampa Bay From-Shore Fishing Spaces*  
**GULLETTE, Gregory** (GA Gwinnett Coll) and **SINGTO, Sayamon** (U Georgia) *Capitalist Restructuring, Precarity, and Sociocultural Exclusion in Contemporary Bangkok (2009-2019)*  
**INGRAM, Scott** and **PATRICK, Shelby** (Colorado Coll) *Human Securities and Migration in the 13th through 15th Century US Southwest and Mexican Northwest*

**FRIDAY 5:30-6:50**

**Alvarado F**
EstrACTION & Environment TIG Business Meeting

FRIDAY 5:30-6:50
Alvarado G
Risk & Disaster TIG Business Meeting

FRIDAY 5:30-6:50
Tablao
GBV TIG Business Meeting

(F-162) FRIDAY 5:30-6:50
Fireplace
Studying Pain and Disability (SMA)

CHAIR: RADWAN, Chad (USF)
WILSON, Susan (NMSU) Accessible Tourism for Mobility Challenged International Travelers
RADWAN, Chad and HAHM, Bridget (USF) Front-Line Perceptions of Acute Care Unit Design and Fall Risks
MCLELLAND, Rachel (TTU) The Normalization of Pain in Female D1 Athletes
MUZYCZKA, Kelly (UFL) Race and Total Knee Replacements

FRIDAY 5:30-6:50
Potters
Alcohol, Drugs, & Tobacco Study Group Meeting

FRIDAY 5:30-7:00
Weavers
NAPA Networking Event

The NAPA Networking Event is a chance to network with professional anthropologists in a social setting. In preparation for employment as an anthropologist it is important to build a network of professionals who can show us our options and provide advice about what we can do and where we might go. This event is designed for students, recent graduates, and early career professionals. Snacks will be provided.

FRIDAY 6:00-7:00
Turquoise
Celebration of the Life and Work of June Nash, Distinguished Professor Emerita of Anthropology, CUNY (1927-2019)

Join us this evening to celebrate June Nash: scholar, teacher, mentor, feminist, political economist, mother, friend, wife, and extraordinary human. The impact of June’s work and life reaches far: her decades of teaching at the Graduate Center at City University of New York and her longstanding fieldwork in the Americas resulted ethnographies, activism, and even marriages. Among her classic works are *We Eat the Mines and the Mines Eat Us: Dependency and Exploitation in Bolivian Tin Mines* (Columbia, 1979) and *From Tank Town to High Tech: The Clash of Community and Industrial Cycles* (SUNY 1989). Those who knew June remember her as an indefatigable fieldworker, dedicated professor, and thrower of the best parties. Please come raise a toast to this exceptional, influential anthropologist and share your favorite June stories.

FRIDAY 5:45-6:45
Casa Esencia
Sustaining Fellows Reception

FRIDAY 7:00-9:00
Alvarado A
SAS Business Meeting

FRIDAY 7:00-9:30
Alvarado D
SfAA Awards Ceremony
Reception to Follow

The Awards Ceremony is the high point of the annual meeting. President Briller will preside. The Program will recognize and feature the winners of the Margaret Mead Award, Sol Tax Award, and the Bronislaw Malinowski Award. A reception will follow and hors d’oeuvres will be served; beverages will be available for purchase.

SATURDAY, MARCH 21
SATURDAY 8:00-12:00
Casa Esencia
SfAA Board Meeting

(S-01) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado A
Migrant and Indigenous Health (SMA)

CHAIR: MANTINI BRIGGS, Clara (ISSI UC-Berkeley)
MANTINI BRIGGS, Clara (ISSI UC-Berkeley) Fighting Chronic Cultural Impossibility: When the Rights to Health of Indigenous People Are at Stake in the Context of International Politics of Migration
JERNIGAN, Kasey (UVA) and LEATHERMAN, Thomas (UMass) Embodied Heritage Framework: Meaning-making Matters
SUK, Ann (UNCCH) Displacement, Work, and Long-Term Health in Border Communities
SMITH-MORRIS, Carolyn (SMU) The Slow Panic - Leverage Points for Decolonizing Healthcare

(S-02) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado B
Violence, Exploitation, and the Politics of Migrant Visibility (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: BUFORD, Sarah (Hendrix Coll)
BUFORD, Sarah (Hendrix Coll) Detention Centers at the US-Mexico Border: A Study of Physical Space and Power
DELUCA, Eileen (FSW) Conflict Heritage: Oral History of Female, Afro-descendant Indigenous Contra War Combatants
GRADY, Sandra (Georgetown U) Somali Bantu Approaches to Violence Reduction
MARCONI, Veronica (OR State U) Labor Exploitation as Usual: On the Trivialization of Systemic Migrant Exploitation in Tuscany, Italy

(S-03) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado C
Creating Archives of the Immigrant Experience (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: STAUBER, Leah (U Arizona)
NEISS, Kassandra (Village Exchange Ctr) Using Contact, Contention, and Commonality to Create Multicultural and Multi-faith Shared-Space
STAUBER, Leah (U Arizona) and MUNDT, Kirsten (UNM) Bodies of Resistance-Resilience: A Novel Approach to Traumatic Stress Intervention among Detained and Transitioning Immigrant Families at the U.S.-Mexico Border
TOOHER, Erin (UNM) “It’s not so easy in the ‘Big Easy’”: Female Honduran Migrant Struggles for Citizenship and Belonging in Post-Katrina New Orleans
ZANCHETTA, Margareth, SATTAUR, S., HUACO, N., LELAY, M., LELAY, M. M., and ALEMAN-PASTOR, A. (Ryerson U), PACHECO, L., (Federal U Goias) Lens of Social Justice and Inclusiveness for Immigrant/Refugee/Stateless Individuals: Adoption by Canadian Students to Immersion in Research Fieldwork in Goiania, Brazil

(S-04) SATURDAY 8:00-11:00
Alvarado D
Creative Methodologies and Their Results

CHAIR: DRYDEN, Eileen (VHA, CHOIR)
BABCHUK, Wayne (UN-Lincoln), HITCHCOCK, Robert K. (UNM), BARTHOLOMEW, Theodore T. (Scripps Coll), and GUETTERMAN, Timothy C. (Creighton U) Grounded Theory Ethnography: Innovative Strategies for Conducting Community Oriented Anthropological Research

SALVADOR, Melina (UCSF/UC-Berkeley) Psychosis Timelines and Their Value beyond Diagnosis

WATSON, Sharon (UNC) Beyond the Scope: What To Do With Broad Problems Uncovered During Research

BAIRD, Sean. NATIVITIDAD, Diana M., and DO, Ai-Nghia L. (VA) Rapid Ethnographic Assessment: Applying the 5-Minute Interview Technique in Research with Military Veterans in Community Contexts

DRYDEN, Eileen, HYDE, Justeen, BOLTON, Rendelle, DVORIN, Kelly, WU, Juliet, and BOKHOUR, Barbara (VHA, CHOIR) Navigating the Political Life of Data: Lessons from an Evaluation of Culture Change in the Veterans Health Administration

LOUNSBURY, Mary (Mythos-Sphere) Here We Are. What Can We Do?

HAANSTAD, Eric (U Notre Dame) Future Templates and Temporal Projection in Design Anthropology

(S-05) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado E
At the Frayed Edges of Policy: Practices and Engagements as People and Policies Meet

CHAIRS: STOREY, Angela (U Louisville), SHEEHAN, Megan (CSBSJU)

MANDACHE, Luminita-Anda (U Arizona) Unforeseen Impacts of Local Development Policy: Measuring the “Good” Produced through Alternative Currencies in Urban Northeast Brazil

HAYES, Lauren (UC-Davis) Local Encounters with Development “Failure” in Appalachia

SHEEHAN, Megan (CSBSJU) Migratory Push-Back: Debating Policy and Its Implications in Chile

STOREY, Angela, VALENTINE, Laura, CLEMONS, Victoria, and JOHNSON, David (U Louisville), SMITH, Allison (Metro Louisville), DECARO, Daniel and HEBERLE, Lauren (U Louisville) Policy Aspirations: Public Participation and Resilience in Louisville, KY

RADONIC, Lucero (MSU) Before and Beyond Environmental Policies for Urban Sustainability: A Look at Green Infrastructure

DISCUSSANT: GREENBERG, James (U Arizona)

(S-06) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado F
Citizen Science and Science for Citizens: Using Anthropology to Promote Sustainability and Quality of Life (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: VEDWAN, Neeraj (Montclair State U)

COX, Kathryn (UCI) Re-imagining the Citizen in Citizen Science: Community Air Monitoring in a Southern California Immigrant Neighborhood

VEDWAN, Neeraj (Montclair State U), BRISTOL, Warren (U Arizona), and LAL, Pankaj (Montclair State U) Improved Biomass Cookstove in Rural Rwanda: Use, Benefits and Challenges That Constrain Diffusion

STOTTS, Rhian and LOPEZ JARAMILLO, Oscar G. (ASU), KELLEY, Scott and KRAFFT, Aimee (UNR), KUBY, Michael (ASU) Predicting Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicle Purchases: Ethnographic Decision Tree Modeling of Purchasing Decisions in California

OLSON, Ernest (Wells Coll) Cars, Conspiracies, and American Culture

(S-07) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado G
Enhancing Color/Blackness in Anthropological White Public Space, Part I

CHAIR: WHITEHEAD, Tony (UMD)

ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: WATKINS, Rachel (American U), DELISLE, Takami (UKY), KEARNEY, Maya (American U), WILLIAMS, Judith (FIU)

(S-08) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Alvarado H
Representing Diversity and Minority Voices throughout Our National Parks: Some Examples from the NPS Cultural Anthropology Program, Part I (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: CALAMIA, Mark (NPS)

PANELISTS: SUCEC, Rosemary, MASON, Rachel, GOLDSTEIN, David, and TORRES, Naomi (NPS)
(S-09) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Chapel
Topics in Anthropological Science III: Cooperation, Refugees, and Politics (SAS)

CHAIR: LYON, Stephen (Aga Khan U)
LYON, Stephen (Aga Khan U) Navigating Cultural Politics in Modern Pakistan
JOHNSON, Jeffrey and SCHON, Justin (UFL) Classifying Refugee Flows: Towards a Macro Level Theory of Refugee Flow Networks
QIRKO, Hector (College of Charleston) The Role of Culture in Human Cooperation

(S-11) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Franciscan
Preparing for the Perilous (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: JOHNSON, Mei (UDel)
MCINTYRE, Cari (Royal Roads U) Pausing to Locate Resilience
REDDY, Elizabeth and BRECKENRIDGE, Lanie (CO Sch of Mines) What's an Earthquake Early Warning?: Popular Media and Expert Accounts of ShakeAlert
TRIVEDI, Jenn (UDel) “Get a Game Plan”: The Role of Football in the American South in Hurricane and Flood Preparedness, Response, and Recovery
JOHNSON, Mei (UDel) Pass or Fail: Examining Undergraduate Students as Prepared, Marginalized, and Resilient
STANTON, Katherine (OR State U) Considering Sense of Place in Disaster Planning

(S-12) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Fireplace
Gender Issues and Activism

CHAIR: PAGE, Sarah (ECU)
AILSHIRE, Sara (UConn) Too Much Too Soon, Too Little Too Late: The Uses of Human Rights to End the Mistreatment of Women During Childbirth in India
ANDREWS, Deborah (UNF) Sex, Gender, and the U.S. Supreme Court: Words and Deeds Matter
KAVIN, Rick (Rutgers U) Same-sex Marriage in American Samoa: The Last American Frontier for Marriage Equality
MCCLURE, Stephanie (U Alabama) Integrity of Type, Not Integrity of Competition: Natural Testosterone, Women Athletes and Perceptions of Threat
PAGE, Sarah (ECU) In a Compromised Position: Incomplete Jamaican LGBTQ Citizenship as Push Factor for Sexual Migration and Transnationalizing Queer Identities Somewhere over the Rainbow
MACLEOD, Erin (Vanier Coll) and ANDERSON, Moji (U W Indies) Beyond Homophobia: An Unapologetically Caribbean LGBTQ Space

(S-13) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Potters
Less Common Applications of Business Anthropology (Business TIG)

CHAIR: ARTZ, Matt (Azimuth Labs)
PANELISTS: GARCIA, Steven (Team One), RAMER, Angela (HKS), PAHL, Shane (ABCO), AQUINO, Valorie (March for Science)

(S-14) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Weavers
Cultural Citizenship, Identity, and Equity (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: SWYERS, Holly (Lake Forest Coll)
GUARNACCIA, Peter (Rutgers U) The Balancing Act of Speaking Multiple Languages among Immigrant Students at a Public University
ROOT, Rachael (UCF) Institutional Invisibility: Exploring the Intersections of Higher Education Attrition and Indigenous Identity
SINGTO, Sayamon (UGA) Acculturation and Academic Success among First and Second Generation Immigrant Students in Higher Education
SWYERS, Holly (Lake Forest Coll) Emerging Adulthood and the Privilege of Citizenship

(S-15) SATURDAY 8:00-9:50
Turquoise
Risk Childhoods: Conceptualizing Risk Taking as a Part of Childhood and Human Development

CHAIR: BARNES, Kathrine (Marshfield Clinic Rsch Inst)
PANELISTS: BENDIKSEN, Casper (Marshfield Clinic Rsch Inst), ZAVALETA LEMUS, Eugenia (Vanderbilt U), ARMSTRONG, Jan (UNM), SALDANA, Elizabeth (Princeton U)

(S-18) SATURDAY 8:00-11:00
Chaco Hotel – Gathering I
Context Diversity and Academic Culture: A New Paradigm for Higher Education and Beyond
(Workshop, Fee $30)

ORGANIZERS: IBARRA, Robert, WEISSMANN, Gary, and HOWLAND-DAVIS, Michael (UNM)

(S-19) SATURDAY 8:00-2:30
Chaco Hotel – Gathering II
Filmmaking for Anthropologists 101 (Workshop, Fee $50)

ORGANIZERS: TAYLOR, Carylanna and OKADA, Jacob (First Encounter Productions)

(S-20) SATURDAY 8:30-10:00
Presidential Suite
Negotiating Citizenship and Diversity over the Life Course: Research and Careers Informed by Anthropological Approaches (SDS)

ORGANIZERS: VESPERI, Maria (New Coll FL) and SOKOLOVSKY, Jay (USF St. Petersburg)
CARSON, Linda (Int’l Assoc for Indigenous Aging), KASNITZ, Devva (SDS), WARREN, Narelle (Monash U), WOIAK, Joanne (U Washington), PERKINSON, Margaret A. (U Hawaii), SOKOLOVSKY, Jay (USF St. Petersburg), VESPERI, Maria (New Coll FL)

(S-31) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado A
Designing and Assessing Health Interventions (SMA)

CHAIR: KUNSTADTER, Peter (PHPT)
STREULI, Samantha (UCSD) “The mother’s instincts should be listened to”: How a Somali Refugee Population Navigates a Technology-based Vaccine-promotion Intervention
SZUREK, Sarah (UFL Hlth Cancer Ctr), GUTTER, Michael S. and NAVARRO, Giselle (UF/IFAS), BLAKE, Jodian (UFL Hlth Cancer Ctr), LYNCH, Wendy, DUNCAN, LuAnn, ELLIS, Sarah, and ZAMOJSKI, Kendra (UF/IFAS) Translating Research into Practice through Partnerships: Designing an Educational Intervention for Cancer Patients in Florida
WINKLER, Linda, PLUMHOFF, Madeline, and HUMMER, Madi (Wilkes U) Reducing Infant Mortality in Tanzania
KUNSTADTER, Peter (PHPT) Why Do Some People Get Infected With HIV While Others Do Not?: Results from a Survey of 1164 Women and 901 Men from Five Ethnic Groups in Northwestern Thailand
FREIDUS, Andrea (Turner) (UNCC), TURNER, Immanuel (Memorial Healthcare System, Joe DiMaggio Children’s Hosp), and ROTH, Todd (Memorial Healthcare System, Total Heart Ctr) Examining Health Disparities among Minority Adult Congenital Heart Disease Patients at One Total Heart Center

(S-32) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado B
Refugee Health Disparities and Preventive Interventions (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: RAINERY, Eugenia (Tulane U)
MONTAÑOLA, Silvana and KLINE, Nolan (Rollins Coll), ECONOMOS, Jeanie (Farmworkers Assoc FL) Trump-Era Immigration Politics and Preventive Health: HPV Vaccination Ambivalence among Latinx Immigrants in Florida
MORENO HURTADO, Argenis (OR State U) Mujeres con Voces: Motherhood, Identity, Policy, and the Everyday
RAMWONG, Patsarin (OR State U) Changing Mother-Daughter Relationships in Isan: Rural Culture in the Context of Women’s Migration
ROSALLES, M. Renzo (Creighton U) and MARCOS, Luis (Comunidad Maya Pixam Ixim) Migration and Indigenous Peoples’ Sovereignty: Implications of the Relationship between the Omaha Nation and Maya from Guatemala in Nebraska
SYED, Haseeb (Ryerson U) The Interplay of Hegemonic Masculinity and Health Literacy over the Cardiovascular Self-Care of Pakistani Immigrant Men: An Ethnographic Case Study
MONTAGUE, Angela (USU) Challenges and Successes of Community Based Participatory Research Addressing Refugee Health Disparities in Northern Utah

(S-33) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado C
Multicultural Shared Space: Integration under Hyperdiversity (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: STAM, Kathryn (SUNY Polytechnic)
VICENTE PEREZ, Michael (U Memphis) Minoritizing Palestinians: On Refugees, Statelessness, and Prolonged Exclusion in the National Order of Things
SANCHEZ MOLINA, Raúl (UNED) Family Re-production beyond National Borders in Spain: Processes of Family Transnationalization in Contexts of Globalization
STAM, Kathryn (SUNY Polytechnic) The New York Heritage Digital Photo Collection of Resettled Refugees in Utica, NY

(S-35) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado E
Teaching Race and Ethnicity (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: CARATTINI, Amy and SPREHN, Maria (Montgomery Coll)
SPREHN, Maria and CARATTINI, Amy (Montgomery Coll) Using Anthropological Methods to Impact College Student Understandings of Race & Ethnicity
PECK-BARTLE, Shannon (USF) Shifting Perspectives: Materiality and the Deconstruction of Race and Ethnicity in World History Curriculum
NELSON, Katie (Inver Hills CC) Writing Books With Students: The Inclusive Praxis of Open Access Publishing of Student Authored Ethnographic Narrative
ARMSTRONG, Lisa (USF) Another Side of American History: Teaching Race in a Public Museum
ARTZ, Matt (Azimuth Labs) Consumer Genetics and Our Evolving Understanding of Race & Ethnicity

(S-36) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado F
New Research on Water, Energy, and Power (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: LANZAS, Gisela (CSUN)
KEDZIOR, Sya (Towson U) Environmental NGOs and the Re-framing Water Quality in the Chesapeake Bay
LANZAS, Gisela (CSUN) Water and Power: The Case of the Panama Canal
PENTTILA, Atte (USF) Land-Use Change at the Food-Energy-Water Nexus: Political Ecology of the Bladen River Watershed, Belize
GROSE, Corrie and MARK, Brigid (CSBSJU) Climate Justice and Injustice in Minnesota: The Line 3 Pipeline and Native Solar
HALLERAN, Patricia (OR State U) “If This Pipeline Tries to Come Here, They Better Be Ready for Another Standing Rock”: Indigenous and Rural Community Resistance to the Proposed Pacific Connector Gas Pipeline and Jordan Cove Export Terminal in Oregon
BRAUSE, Holly (UNM) Beyond Two Straws, One Glass: The Politics of Sharing Groundwater across the US/Mexico Border

(S-37) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado G
Enhancing Color/Blackness in Anthropological White Public Space, Part II

CHAIR: WHITEHEAD, Tony (UMD)
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS: TASHIMA, Niel (LTG Assoc), JACKSON, Antoinette (USF), LIEBOW, Edward and GINSBERG, Daniel (AAA), MOSES, Yolanda (UCR),
(S-38) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Alvarado H
Representing Diversity and Minority Voices throughout Our National Parks: Some Examples from the NPS Cultural Anthropology Program, Part II (ExtrACTION & Environment TIG)

CHAIR: CALAMIA, Mark, BERGMAN, Stephanie, CRAVER, Amy, and CHANCE, Cindy (NPS)
PANELISTS: CALAMIA, Mark (NPS)

(S-39) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Chapel
Ethnographic Field and Data Analysis Methods: One-on-one Mentoring (SAS)

CHAIRS: HUME, Douglas (NKU), CARSON, Sarah (U Penn)
ROUND TABLE PARTICIPANTS: DENGAH, Francois (USU), DRESSLER, William (U Alabama), WELLER, Susan (U Texas), LEAF, Murray (UT-Dallas), CHRISOMALIS, Stephen (Wayne State U), LYON, Stephen (Aga Khan U), OTHS, Kathryn (U Alabama), LOWE, John (Cultural Analysis), GATEWOOD, John B. (Lehigh U)

(S-41) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Franciscan
Inequality in Risk, Toxicity, and Health (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: MCILVAINE-NEWSAD, Heather (WIU)
SCHMIDT, Michelle (ENMU) Diabetes Risk and the Embodiment of Development in Postcolonial Belize
LEE, Amanda, INGRAM, Maia, QUIJADA, Carolina, YUBETA, Andres, CORTEZ, Imelda, LOTHROP, Nate, and BEAMER, Paloma (U Arizona) Who Is Responsible for Chemical Exposure?: Perspectives from Beauty and Auto Shops in South Tucson
MCILVAINE-NEWSAD, Heather and DELANY-BARMANN, Gloria (WIU) PTSD, Hurricane Maria, and Therapeutic Yoga in Puerto Rico
ASSAVARAK, Passanan (King Mongkut’s U of Tech Thonburi) Coping with Modern Risk: Case Study of Lua Ethnic Group, Thailand

(S-42) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Fireplace
Disability and Other Intersectionality in Education (SDS)

CHAIR: STOLZ, Suzanne (U San Diego)
STOLZ, Suzanne (U San Diego) “You don’t have a strong teacher presence”: Rationalizing Disability Discrimination in K-12 Education
DREXLER, Olivia “Livy” (MI State U) Why Are There So Many Native American Students in Special Education Classrooms?
WILGUS, Anne Gay (City Coll CUNY) Disability, Immigration and the Delivery of Educational Resources: Family Experiences in New York City and Paris
DISCUSSANT: STOLZ, Suzanne (U San Diego)

(S-43) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Potters
Marginalized Populations and Social Inclusion

CHAIR: ILAHIANE, Hsain (MS State U)
ILAHIANE, Hsain (MS State U) Toiling in the State of Al-hogra: Moroccan Men in Search of Respect and Dignity in the Informal Sector
HINRICHSEN, Megan (Monmouth Coll) Señores Pasajeros: Creating and Contesting Citizenship through Storytelling on Ecuadorian Buses
MCWHORTER, Jaclyn (UFL) A Philosophy of Life: Capoeira and Social Inclusion in the Periphery of São Paulo, Brazil
SALVI, Cecilia (CUNY Grad Ctr) Letras de Esperanza: Micro-Publishing Writings by People Currently Or Formerly Incarcerated
XUE, Yan (CO State U) An Analysis of Chinese Transgender People’s Engagement in the Transnational Online Community on WeChat: Stress and Strength
CAMPBELL-MONTALVO, Rebecca and SMITH, Chrystal (UConn), HUGHES-MILLER, Michelle (USF), PUCCIA, Ellen (Beta Rsch Assoc), MAYBERRY, Maralee (USF), WAO, Hesborn (UConn) LGBTQIA+ Undergraduates’ Use of Social Networks and Identity Management to Navigate STEM Culture

(S-45) SATURDAY 10:00-11:50
Turquoise
The Role of Art Criticism in Higher Education (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIR: DESMOND, Kathleen (ASU)
DESMOND, Kathleen (ASU) Arts Criticism in Higher Education
PAINE, Herbert (Paine Consulting Serv & BroadwayWorld) Can Professional Theatre Critics Provide Educational Value?
SCHWAIN, Kristin (U Missouri) Can Historians Be Critics?
LOZA, Steven (UCLA) The Cultural Crisis in Higher Education
DISCUSSANT: PAINE, Herbert (Paine Consulting Serv & BroadwayWorld)

(S-61) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado A
Working in/at Health (SMA)

CHAIR: MAES, Kenny (OR State U)
MAES, Kenny (OR State U), CLOSSER, Svea (Johns Hopkins Bloomberg SPH), TESFAYE, Yihenew (OR State U), and ABESHA, Rosa (Independent) Ethiopia’s Women’s Development Army and the Exploitation of Women’s “Volunteer” Labor in Global Health
LOGAN, Ryan (CSUStan) Community Health Workers, Medical Interpreters, and Scope of Care: Professional [and Cultural] Citizenship of CHWs in the Workforce
MARTÍNEZ-HUME, Anna Christina (MI State U) “If Not Me Then Who?”: Legacy, Indigeneity and NGO Worker Subjectivity in Maya Guatemala
RUSHING, Sharon (UCR) Anthropologist as Critical Collaborator, Co-Constructing Change in Health Care
CARSON, Linda (Int’l Assoc for Indigenous Aging), CROWDER, Jolie (Int’l Assoc for Indigenous Elders), KUEHN, Kendra and BALDRIDGE, Dave (Int’l Assoc for Indigenous Aging) “They are Family...”: Facilitators and Barriers to Screening and Management of Elder Abuse in American Indian and Alaska Native Communities

(S-63) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Alvarado C
Turning Difference into Minorities Governmental Barriers to Immigrant Belonging (Immigration TIG)

CHAIR: VICENTE PEREZ, Michael (U Memphis)
RADOVIC FANTA, Jelena (Governors State U) “We’re Not Racist, We’re Ignorant!”: Migration, Racial Politics, and Belonging in Chile
RAINEY, Eugenia (Tulane U) From Competency to Humility: How the Mariel Boatlift Impacted Medicine in South Florida
RODDEN, Emily (W Chester U) Humanitarian Aid on the US/Mexico Border
SPREHN, Maria (Montgomery Coll) Present Insights from Analysis of the Past: Immigration and Integration in a Hyperdiverse County
WESTERMAN, William (NJCU) Exclude and Punish: Fieldwork at the Beginning of Immigration Detention in the U.S.

(S-71) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Franciscan
Uneven Entanglements of Power and Risk in Disaster (Risk & Disaster TIG)

CHAIR: HANSON, Thomas (U Colorado)
EARLE, Duncan (Marymount California U) Communities on Fire, Constructions of Risk
GONZALEZ BAUTISTA, Noémie (U Laval) When Fieldwork Deconstructs the Ideal of Collaboration: A Case Study of Forest Fires in the Atikamekw Territory
HANSON, Thomas (U Colorado) Ashes beyond Amazonia: Wildfire, Erasure, and the Production of Disaster in Lowland Bolivia
SCHULLER, Mark (NIU) Toward a Caribbean Epistemology of Disasters
FOLMAR, Steve (WFU) When Identity Fails: Structuring Resource Access in Post-Earthquake Nepal

(S-72) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Fireplace
Radical Methodologies: Feminist Ethnography for Healing and Transformation

CHAIR: SILVER, Lauren (Rutgers U-Camden)
KUMARI, Rashmi (Rutgers U) Working with a Shifting Positionality in Ethnographic (Re)Searching, (Re)Visiting, and (Re)Writing
PERRY, Anna (Rutgers U) Reimagining Disability Futures in Ethnographic Methodology through Access and Vulnerability
SILVER, Lauren (Rutgers U-Camden) Queering Reproductive Justice and Ethnographic Longing

DISCUSSANT: LESTER, Rebecca (WUSTL)

(S-73) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Potters
Marginalized Youth, Resilience, and Social Inclusion

CHAIR: MACTAVISH, Kate (OR State U)
MACTAVISH, Kate (OR State U) and LILE, Joy (WA State U) “I’ve been through a lot”: Perspectives on the Developmental Experiences of Low-income Rural Youth
THOMAS, Zareen (Wooster Coll) Rap, Recognition, and Respect: Indigenous Youth Hip-hop in Bolivia
WURTZ, Heather and LANE, Benjamin (Columbia U), KINNARD, Elizabeth N. (UC Berkley SPH), MAURO, Pia M. and PHILBIN, Morgan M. (Columbia U) Shifting Marijuana Policies and the Boundaries of Inclusion for Racial and Ethnic Minority Youth in New York City (NYC)

(S-74) SATURDAY 12:00-1:20
Weavers
Capstone Session on Anthropology of Higher Education (Higher Ed TIG)

CHAIRS: FOSTER, Brian (U Missouri), HERCKIS, Lauren (Carnegie Mellon U)